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f r o m  t h e  E D I T O R
The P reacher and  
His Credibility
The preacher, more than anyone else, should be a man who can be trusted to tell the truth.
Men of other professions have been less than perfect at this point. 
Politicians and lawyers have recently been in the public spotlight be­
cause of their cheating and lying (although all of them, of course, are 
not guilty of such conduct), and almost every other profession has its 
share of charlatans. Is it too much to expect of those in the ministry that 
they be truthful?
The tragedy is that their credibility also is sometimes subject to 
scrutiny. “ Is that the truth, or were you just preaching?”  may be spoken 
in jest, but it is not funny. Laymen and clergy alike will suggest how 
many people attended a church service, and then explain the number is 
“ ministerially speaking,”  by which they mean an exaggeration.
If preaching and “ ministerially speaking”  are considered synony­
mous with untruth, then we are in trouble!
Whatever else may be said of preaching, it is the proclamation of 
truth. If it is not truth, it is not preaching. And if one is a preacher, he 
must be a man of truth.
There are at least two basic danger points which threaten the cred­
ibility of a preacher. They are that he be uninformed, and that he be 
untrustworthy. Whichever may be worse, they are both deadly enemies 
of our ministry.
To be uninformed is inexcusable in our times. In earlier days of the 
holiness movement, only a small percentage of people ever attended col­
lege. Now the reverse is true. Most of the people in our congregations 
are educated and they are informed. To be prepared to preach to such 
listeners, one needs facts to back every statement.
It was said of Spurgeon that if he spoke of grouse shooting, you 
could be sure he had read until he was an expert on the subject. When 
Thomas Guthrie discussed ships, someone said, “ He is a sailor; at least 
he was a while at sea.”  And when Guthrie mentioned medicine in his 
sermon, his listeners had the feeling that if there were no doctor avail- 
ble, they could go to him with their symptoms.
The preacher should be able to say with Winston Churchill, “ I re­
fuse to allow my knowledge, however meager, to be overcome by your 
ignorance, however vast.”
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Check the facts. Do the homework. For the preacher, there is no 
excuse for an empty head, just as there is none for a hollow heart.
To be uninformed is bad enough, but to be untrustworthy is the 
ultimate tragedy for the man of God. No amount of biblical knowledge, 
no amount of administrative genius can save the untrustworthy 
preacher.
There are at least three avenues which can lead to this destructive 
situation. They are impure motives, improper methods, and inconsis­
tent practices.
Impure motives are a subtle snare for the unwary preacher, since 
his motives are naturally open to question by those he seeks to win. He 
is placed in the same difficult position as the advertizing expert who is 
hired to promote a product. The fact that the preacher is “ paid”  to pro­
claim the gospel does not help his credibility. There are those who would 
ask, “ Does he really believe this to be true, or does he say it because he 
is paid to say it?”
He must continually seek to be sure his motives are uncontami­
nated by selfish considerations, unaffected by personal gain, and beauti­
fully transparent in their freedom from ulterior qualities. He must make 
certain he is perceived by his flock to be, as was Jesus his Lord, genuine­
ly concerned for the sheep.
Improper methods sometimes stem from the preacher’s training in 
the skills of persuasion. He is tempted to be manipulative instead of 
persuasive. There is a vast difference. Manipulation is that type of per­
suasion which is deceptively intended for the advantage of the per­
suader. It is the attempt to get someone to do something he probably 
would not do if he had all the facts, so only those facts the persuader 
believes will influence the person are given to him.
Persuasion, on the other hand, can be used for a person’s good and 
for the glory of God. To persuade a sinner to put his trust in Christ, 
to persuade a husband to stop cheating on his wife, or to persuade a 
distraught man not to take his own life are good ways to use words. But 
to persuade a teen-ager to try a shot of heroin, of course, is another 
matter.
If the preacher’s credibility is to be above question, he must never 
be a “ manipulator”  of persons.
Inconsistent practices will also ruin the preacher who is careless of 
his credibility. If he is not self-centered in his motives nor deliberately 
manipulative in his methods, he may miss the way at the point of his 
practices. He may make careless mistakes and get by with them for a 
while. But if he persists with inaccuracies, he will sooner or later be 
labeled as untrustworthy. A factually incorrect illustration, an incorrect 
historical reference, a scientifically faulty statement, or even a broad, 
sweeping generalization can place a strain on his credibility.
The weapons of our warfare are “ mighty through God to the pulling 
down of strong holds”  (2 Cor. 10:46), and one of our most powerful 
weapons is truth. To lose this weapon is to make it impossible to do what 
we should be doing best.
Let the preacher’s credibility be beyond question everywhere and 
all the time. If there is anyone who speaks the truth, it should be the 
man who speaks for Christ.
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In a church like ours, there is only one 
way to face problems constructively. 
Its members and ministers must be Spirit- 
filled, Spirit-guided, and devoted to the 
whole will of God.
Objective and Perspective in the Minister
P art II. Perspective  in the M inister
The general purpose of God in 
making divine power available to 
mankind is twofold: first, to give in­
ner spiritual stability; and second, to 
enable the child of God to be ade­
quate in personal victory and to be 
useful in service.
The first and second chapters of 
Acts indicate God’s provision for 
meeting man’s inner needs. It calls 
for the believer to take time to “ tar­
ry until”  with expectation of the 
bestowment of divine resources. Thus 
the person is to honestly evaluate 
himself under the enlightenment of 
the Holy Spirit, to recognize the 
source of his deepest need, to be 
aware of directing the “ ego”  properly 
toward God with the awareness that 
God can cleanse the motive life of the 
inner corruption, or in more modern
(One of two addresses presented to the seminary 
in November, 1974, as a part of the thirtieth anni­
versary celebration.)
terms, self-centeredness, self-indul- 
gence, and self-pity.
As the person accepts reality con­
cerning his need, he becomes a will­
ing sacrifice on God’s altar, and the 
Holy Spirit cleanses the motive life 
and unifies the inner life in divine 
love. The person is thus conditioned 
to have the only power that can inte­
grate personality—divine love in the 
abiding presence of the Holy Spirit. 
Without this control, man will cor­
rupt himself by the abuse and misuse 
of his own energies; his virtues will 
become vices.
I can testify to the reality of God’s 
operation by what He did for me in 
January, 1915. I had made many 
efforts to live a Christian life for sev­
eral years, but usually the results did 
not last very long. My main problems 
were impulsiveness and instability. 
In a service, three nights after God 
for Christ’s sake had reclaimed me, I 
went to the altar again to be sanc­
tified, as I wanted to be a true Chris­
tian. I was at the altar only a short 
time when I had a feeling of some­
thing happening. The main evidence 
of my seeking and finding was an 
inner sense of peace and calmness 
that I had not known. I am happy to 
tell you that as I have walked in the 
Spirit to the best of my ability, the 
Spirit has given me personal victory
by
Lewis T. Corlett
President Em eritus 
Nazarene
Theo log ica l S em inary
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and enabled me to accomplish more 
than I ever imagined, and more than 
anyone else believed that I could do.
In fact, He has enabled me to live 
a life free from discouragement from 
that time to this. I do not preach 
that this is done for all persons; I only 
thank God for preparing me for the 
work He planned for me to do. I have 
not had many “ mountaintop”  expe­
riences, but neither have I had “ low 
valley”  times. There have been peri­
ods when I have been puzzled, 
perplexed, confused, and greatly 
aware of my inabilities, yet I have 
never reached the state when I 
thought that God could not bring 
me through to victory. And as I have 
waited, He has given me guidance 
and victory every time. This assur­
ance had held me steady under all 
types of pressure and enabled me to 
allow sufferings and adversities to 
enrich my life.
This naturally leads to the second 
phase of the purpose of divine re­
sources: to enable the minister to be 
adequate in the changing circum­
stances of life. The most prominent 
example in the early part of the Book 
of Acts is the expansion of human 
personality and the enlightenment of 
Scriptures. Note the ministry of Pe­
ter on the Day of Pentecost, Peter 
and John before the Sanhedrin, 
Stephen before the rulers, Philip at 
Samaria, and the conversion and 
ministry of Paul.
As we think on the experiences of 
these men, we have to recognize that 
the presence of the Holy Spirit in the 
heart of man acts as a catalyst in 
human personality. At times it may 
seem as if He is creating new abil­
ities, but in reality He is awakening, 
alerting, and expanding the abilities 
and talents already possessed. The 
initial transformation of grace is tre­
mendous, but it diminishes in sig­
nificance as the believer experiences 
the continuous working of the Spirit
in equipping a person for levels of 
service seemingly beyond the normal 
ability.
All normal persons have a longing 
for something beyond what they are 
and have. In recent years some have 
endeavored to increase this sense of 
beyondness by “ taking a trip”  on 
LSD or other drugs. They may have 
taken the trip and had a sense of the 
illusionary for a time, but it resulted 
in a letdown that was detrimental to 
mind and body and often made the 
individual a captive to the drug.
Others have turned to occultism in 
an effort to have better control of 
themselves and to drift off into a 
sense of floating without a burden. 
This may have some benefit, but 
always the person must return to 
reality. The wonderful glory of the 
power of the abiding Presence in per­
sonality is that He enriches the mind 
and spirit, strengthens the physical, 
and leads to a freedom that is con­
tinually enriching and empowering 
the person.
Another phase of the adequacy of 
divine power is seen in the ability the 
Spirit gave the Apostle Paul to make 
the transition from Judaism to Chris­
tianity, to revise his concept of doc­
trine to harmonize with the person 
and work of Jesus Christ. He began 
preaching in Damascus soon after his 
conversion, but he wisely withdrew 
from public ministry for a time to 
allow the Spirit to guide and teach 
him.
An interesting aspect of the total 
adequacy through the work of the 
Spirit is the enablement He gave 
persons in the Early Church to face 
personality problems:
1. Probably prejudice was the 
most serious personality problem. 
This was intense in the Jewish mind 
toward Gentiles and toward the 
Christians. The story of the Spirit’s 
working with Peter, in chapter 10,
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illustrates this. The admonition God 
gave Peter in the vision, “ What God 
hath cleansed, that call not thou 
common,”  shocked Peter. As he 
“ thought on the vision, the Spirit 
said unto him, Behold, three men 
seek thee. Arise therefore, and get 
thee down, and go with them, doubt­
ing nothing: for I have sent them.” 
Previously Peter would have argued 
against such action, but now he did 
it joyfully because the Holy Spirit 
enabled him to constructively face 
the racial and personal problem— 
prejudice.
2. Another phase of personality 
problems is seen in the tendency to 
disagree intensely to the point of a 
strain in fellowship. This is evident 
in the incident of Paul and Barnabas 
differing over the value of John Mark 
as a missionary. They separated in 
missionary activity; Barnabas took 
John Mark, and Paul chose Silas as 
his co-worker. Later Paul wrote, 
“ Bring him [Mark] with thee: for he 
is profitable to me.”
3. One of the great problems of the 
Early Church, both from the Jewish 
and pagan cultures, was the diffi­
culty of forming a balanced standard 
of conscience as a Christian. The 
Apostle Paul faced this under the 
guidance of the Holy Spirit. With 
the enablement he received, he was so 
assured that he could say as he made 
his defense before Felix: “ And herein 
do I exercise myself, to have always 
a conscience void of offence toward 
God, and toward men”  (Acts 24:16). 
Writing to the Romans, “ I say the 
truth in Christ, I lie not, my con­
science also bearing me witness in 
the Holy Ghost”  (9:1). Sensitivity to 
the Holy Spirit enables any person 
to have wisdom and courage to de­
velop and maintain a balanced stan­
dard of conscience.
4. In His work of making people 
adequate for the situations of life, the 
Holy Spirit so comforted and encour­
aged the leaders in the Early Church 
that when they were falsely accused, 
beaten, persecuted, and imprisoned, 
they could rejoice personally and al­
ways give strength and comfort to the 
members of the churches.
5. The truth is also shown in the 
matter of divine guidance. There are 
a number of incidents where the Holy 
Spirit gave wisdom and direction 
through His checks and guidance. A 
good example of these two methods 
is in the sixteenth chapter of Acts: 
“ Now when they had gone through­
out Phrygia and the region of Gala­
tia, and were forbidden of the Holy 
Ghost to preach the word in Asia, 
after they were come to Mysia, they 
assayed to go into Bithynia: but the 
Spirit suffered them not. And they 
passing by Mysia came down to 
Troas. And a vision appeared to Paul 
in the night; There stood a man of 
Macedonia, and prayed him, saying, 
Come over into Macedonia, and help 
us. And after he had seen the vision, 
immediately we endeavoured to go 
into Macedonia, assuredly gathering 
that the Lord had called us for to 
preach the gospel unto them” (vv. 
6- 10).
6. The enabling power of the Holy 
Spirit, to make persons adequate 
for any occasion, is seen in the ac­
tions and reactions of the members 
of the Early Church in the first 
church council meeting. The problem 
under debate was: Shall the Gentiles 
be required to obey the details of the 
Jewish Law in order to be Christians? 
Paul and Barnabas had faced this 
problem numerous times in their 
missionary work with the Gentiles. 
Also Peter met it in Jerusalem when 
he returned from his trip to the house 
of Cornelius and related how he had 
preached to the Gentiles.
As the council met, certain Phari­
sees and others of strong legalistic 
attitudes, attempted to sway the 
members of the council by their in­
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tense attempts to force their legalism 
on the Gentiles, and by their strong 
opposition against any and all who 
favored the release from this require­
ment. But as Peter and Paul and 
Barnabas were permitted to tell how 
God had worked, the Holy Spirit 
enabled the people to react construc­
tively. The record says, “ Then all the 
multitude kept silence, and gave 
audience to Barnabas and Paul.” 
After they held their peace, James, 
the head of the church at Jerusalem, 
summarized the consensus: “ For it 
seemed good to the Holy Ghost, and 
to us, to lay upon you no greater 
burden than these necessary things; 
that ye abstain from meats offered to 
idols, and from blood, and from 
things strangled, and from fornica­
tion: from which if ye keep your­
selves, ye shall do well”  (Acts 15: 
28-29). By the power of the Spirit, 
the church leaders were able to face 
the first crisis of the Early Church 
and to reach a constructive solution, 
not pleasing to all, but to the ma­
jority.
In a holiness church with a govern­
ment like ours (with a limited super­
intendency), there is only one way to 
face problems constructively, and 
that is for the leaders and the ma­
jority of the members of the church 
to be Spirit-filled, Spirit-guided, and 
to be disciplined and devoted to the 
whole will of God.
There are other details in the Book 
of Acts regarding the enablement of 
the Holy Spirit to make persons 
adequate for the various situations 
of life. I challenge each of you to read 
the entire book in a meditative man­
ner so that the Holy Spirit can 
make this truth more meaningful in 
your life.
The Holy Spirit is still active in the 
world today and in the Church. He 
has not lost His power, nor has His 
concern for the welfare of each per­
son diminished. Thank God, He is 
not weary with our slowness, dull­
ness, and weakness. He patiently 
waits to guide and to enable His 
children to do greater accomplish­
ments in His kingdom.
Words from Wesley—
“ We are the friends of all, and the 
enemies of none.”
Many people thought that Mr. 
Wesley was an enemy of the church. 
He was persecuted, misunderstood, 
misinterpreted, scoffed at, and at­
tacked—especially by those of the 
Established (Anglican) Church. An 
often repeated rhyme was 
Mr. Wesley’s come to town 
And wants to pull the churches 
down.
The attacking mobs had to be con­
vinced that they were wrong, and Mr. 
Wesley’s love for the poor, sick, and
unfortunate had to be made evident.
To rich and poor he pressed the 
claims of salvation, and he “ spread 
scriptural holiness throughout the 
land” —so much so that the Euro­
pean revolution never got to En­
gland.
Mr. Wesley was, of course, the 
enemy of sin, but never of sinners. He 
died a respected man, and much 
loved by many people. Wesleyanism 
could truly say, “ We are the friends 
of all, and the enemies of none.”
— Submitted by Robert Emsley
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GILL TO S€RVJbNTHOOD
C. S. COWLES, Professor, Northwest Nazarene College
THE PASTOR OVERCOMES FAILURE
“Therefore, having this ministry by the mercy of God, 
we do not lose heart" (2 Cor. 4:1, R S V ).1
Nervously he fingered his coffee 
cup as he poured out a tale of bitter­
ness. Acid words spat out an all-too- 
familiar story of pastoral crucifixion. 
I could not keep from recalling a 
similar cup of coffee we had shared 
only a few years previously where 
tears of joy flowed unashamedly 
down his cheeks as he spoke of his 
church. But on this day, there were 
no tears—only the steely grey look of 
a deeply hurt man.
After a successful pastoral career 
spanning more than a decade, un­
blemished by even one negative pas­
toral vote, he moved into a situation 
where the house fell in on him. He 
sought for help, but none came. Ev­
eryone left him alone—to die. And 
die he did. I could scarcely stand the 
stench of his inner corruption as it 
assaulted me across the table. He 
who only months before stood tall 
and respected as God’s man was now 
a pitiful and broken hulk of a human 
being. He couldn’t even muster 
enough heart to seek out a secular 
occupation in keeping with his im­
pressive physical bearing, his sharp 
mind, and his more-than-adequate 
education. He now filled out his days 
pushing a broom as a custodian.
1. All scripture quotations marked R SV in this 
article are from the R ev ised  S tandard  V ersion o f  th e  
Bible, copyrighted 1946 and 1952.
Brethren, this is tragic! That twin 
imposter of “ success” and “ failure” 
had claimed another victim. Some­
how my friend missed the whole 
point of what it means to be a ser­
vant of Jesus Christ: “ If any man 
would come after me, let him deny 
himself and take up his cross and 
follow me. For whoever would save 
his life will lose it; and whoever loses 
his life for my sake and the gospel’s 
will save it” (Mark 8:34-35, RSV).
Like so many of us, he had un­
doubtedly preached on this text 
numerous times, turning that cross 
into a kind of spiritual madonna to 
be worn on a string around the heart. 
Apparently he never understood or 
anticipated that that cross might be 
painfully real. Nor did he reckon with 
the possibility that he might actually 
be called upon to give up his pastoral 
life—against his will—in a particular 
situation. Consequently, the experi­
ence that should have led him to a 
rediscovery of his life via the way of 
the cross instead killed him. Legion 
are the number of those, who like my 
friend, descend into hell—and stay 
there.
This is not the kind of death we 
are to die! It is true that our Master 
“ was crucified in weakness, but [he] 
lives by the power of God. For we are 
weak in him, but in dealing with you
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we shall live with him by the power 
of God” (2 Cor. 13:4, RSV).
It is the plan and purpose of God to 
lead us through Calvary to the vic­
tory side of the tomb: resurrection by 
the power of God and the creation 
of ever new and emerging life. There 
are some concepts we can embrace, 
on the practical side, which will help 
us to gain perspective and recover our 
poise when assaulted by the self-con­
demnation of failure.
First, it is good for us to face our 
limitations. All power in heaven and 
on earth has not been given unto us 
yet, and probably never will be. We 
do “ have this treasure in earthen 
vessels” (2 Cor. 4:7, RSV). The Word 
does continue to become flesh in us. 
Hence, our ministry is always bound 
up in, and subject to, our essential 
humanity.
We cannot minister to everyone, 
nor will we be accepted in every 
situation. This limitation is clear in 
our Master’s life. He practiced what 
he preached: “ Wherever they do not 
receive you . . . leave”  (Luke 9:5, 
RSV). That did not mean that Jesus 
wilted before every gnat-stroking 
Pharisee who opposed him, nor did 
He shrink from facing His enemies 
when God’s will clearly led Him to 
.Jerusalem.
The main direction of Jesus’ min­
istry, however, was pointed toward 
those needy men and women who 
were open to Him. He felt no com­
pulsion to force himself upon a 
people who clearly rejected His min­
istry. It is some comfort to those of us 
who have felt the pain of such rejec­
tion to know that it hurt Jesus too. 
He added the footnote that when the 
disciples left a town against their will 
they should shake the dust of that 
place off their feet as a testimony 
against it. Even if they felt like 
saying, “ Woe to you, Chorazin! woe 
to you, Bethsaida! . . . Capernaum, 
you’ll end up in hell”  (Luke 10:13-15,
CSC paraphrase), they should still 
leave.
We cannot minister forever in any 
given assignment. We are pilgrims 
and strangers—ecclesiastical systems 
of government help us to be reminded 
of that. It is therefore unwise to be­
come overly emotionally involved 
with any given situation, lest, when 
it dies for us, we die too. I have a 
pastor-friend who, upon accepting a 
new church, walks up and down its 
aisles and tries to envision his last 
Sunday there. He even goes to the 
pulpit and makes his resignation 
speech. He tells me that this helps 
him to realize that he is first and 
forever the servant of Jesus Christ, 
and only secondly, and for a time, the 
pastor of that church.
There are biological limits too, 
which we must face. When my teen­
age children inquire of me how it 
used to be in the “ olden days,”  I have 
to face the fact that I am maturing. 
I simply cannot, and ought not to, try 
to maintain the heady pace of my 
earliest years. True, we may have 
neither the physical stamina nor the 
emotional capacity to make as many 
soul-winning and pastoral calls as we 
once did. But, by the same token, we 
probably are not getting as tangled 
up in the personal affairs of people as 
we did in our youthful days of omni­
science and omnipresence.
Why not flow with the natural 
biological stream of maturation and 
let it lead us into fresh dimension 
and new depths of self-fulfilling min­
istry previously hidden from our 
view? There is no reason to feel, as we 
come to middle years, that we are all 
washed up because we cannot com­
pile the same track record we once 
did, or as someone else does. “ For­
getting what lies behind and strain­
ing forward to what lies ahead, I 
press on . . .”  (Phil. 3:13-14, RSV).
Second, we need to work out a 
strategy for survival. Not every cross
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is worth dying upon. There is no 
divine imperative upon us to lay 
down our lives for the sake of the 
wolves. It was not cowardice that 
motivated Jesus to quietly slip out of 
those crowds which would have 
pitched Him over the walls or stoned 
him to death; His time had not yet 
come. Unlike martyrs in other more 
heroic ages, we must live on after the 
crisis has passed. Not even God can 
do much with a defeated, disillu­
sioned, and broken servant. Albert 
Camus in his book The Plague speaks 
of this occupational hazard that par­
ticularly afflicts those who give 
themselves to fighting “ plagues” : 
“ There lay the real danger; for the 
energy they devoted to fighting the 
disease made them all the more 
liable to it. In short, they were gam­
bling on their luck, and luck is not to 
be coerced.”
When the pressure is on, learn the 
lesson of our human body: It reduces 
activity and seeks rest. Our tendency 
is to pour it on, work twice as hard, 
as if a good showing will stop the 
mouths of lions. It won’t work. Our 
double exposure and frantic strivings 
only give them twice as much to at­
tack. Furthermore, we drain our 
already strained resources, and are in 
danger of losing that resilience and 
good humor which is imperative if we 
are to survive. To summon up special 
energies for pastoral calling or pro­
motional activities is not only useless 
but foolhardy. It is much wiser to 
gear down the pastoral routine to a 
minimum basis, spending much time 
doing those activities by which mind 
and body are refreshed.
While it is not possible to work out 
an exact chronology of Jesus’ earthly 
ministry, it is apparent that there 
was a sharp diminishing of public 
ministry immediately prior to the 
Cross. It seems that He withdrew 
from the crowds and sought solace 
with His disciples and friends—per­
haps in anticipation of the unusual 
strain that would be placed upon 
Him through the ordeal of the Cross.
Third, fight back! There is a 
proper time and place for the embat­
tled servant to hold his peace and 
refuse to defend himself (John 19:9). 
But not even Jesus maintained His 
silence forever (John 19:11). In fact, 
His normal style was to answer His 
accusers, confounding them when He 
could. Sometimes He even spoke 
sharply to those who opposed Him 
and were destroying souls (Matthew 
23).
In an exaggerated effort to mani­
fest an uncontentious spirit of sweet­
ness, we sometimes let crude people 
walk all over us. This has serious 
consequences in several directions:
(1) It may perpetuate a falsehood;
(2) It may cause people to assume 
that we are guilty as charged; (3) It 
may cause irreparable harm to our 
own self-image. It is not a question of 
defending ourselves, but of preserv­
ing the integrity of the gospel and our 
ministry in its behalf.
There was a time when the For­
estry Service judged success by how 
few fires ravaged the High Sierras, 
and how quickly they could be ex­
tinguished. But they have since 
learned that fires are “ as much a part 
of the natural ecology as the sun and 
rain.”  Periodic fires clear the forest of 
brush and flammable ground cover 
which, if it builds up, could indeed 
destroy the giant Sequoias that in­
habit the region. Furthermore, it has 
been discovered that the giant Se­
quoias and Jeffreys can best seed 
themselves in ground that has been 
cleansed by fire. There is one tree, 
the knobcone pine, that cannot 
sprout at all until the heat of a fire 
cooks open the cones to let the seeds 
drop out.
Thank the Lord for the fire and the 
flood, and the Paraclete who is our 
Comforter until Jesus comes again.
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ID esleq an a M E
John Wesley and Family Religion
By Larry R. Shelton*
A major emphasis in Wesley’s pas­
toral theology was his insistence on 
the centrality of the family in Chris­
tian living. He may have been in­
debted to the Puritan divines for this 
emphasis, since he included many 
Puritan works which related to the 
proper conduct of family religion in 
his Christian Library. It is generally 
conceded that a major factor in the 
success of the Puritan movement in 
ministering to its constituency was 
the importance it placed on family 
worship. The Puritans were con­
vinced that the household was the 
model on which all other social in­
stitutions were built, and the leader 
of the household held privileges and 
responsibilities similar to those of a 
civil governor (R. C. Monk, John 
Wesley: His Puritan Heritage, p. 
180). The family leaders were thus re­
sponsible to God for the care of the 
souls under them.
Wesley shared this concept of the 
parents’ responsibility for the spiri­
tual welfare of the children, and he 
also agreed with the Puritan concept 
that it was chiefly through family
*Assistant pastor, First Wesleyan Church, High 
Point, N .C .
religion and education that a new 
generation would be raised up to car­
ry on the church and an orderly soci­
ety (Wesley, Works, VII, 79). He saw 
family worship and religion as the 
very cornerstone of proper training of 
the child and as the means of the 
revival of religion in his own time 
(Works, VII, 77; VIII, 316). In his 
Journal of January 16, 1767, he 
wrote, “ I strongly inculcated family 
religion as the grand desideratum 
among the Methodists. Many were 
ashamed before God, and at length 
adopted Joshua’s resolution, ‘As for 
me and my house, we will serve the 
Lord’ ”  (Works, III, 270).
Wesley preached sermons on the 
subject of family religion (“ On Fam­
ily Religion,” “ On the Education of 
Children,” and “ On Obedience to 
Parents” ), and constantly instructed 
his ministers to dwell on this theme. 
He said to them:
D o all you can herein, if not all you 
would. Inquire in each house, Have you 
fam ily-prayer? D o you read the scripture 
in your fam ily? Have you a fixed tim e for 
private prayer? Exam ine each as to his 
growth in grace, and discharge o f relative 
duties (W orks, VIII, 302 ff.).
He lamented, “ Family religion is
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shamefully wanting, and almost in 
every branch”  (Works, VIII, 302).
Nor did he neglect to provide his 
people with a model for the develop­
ment of family worship. For this pat­
tern he referred them to the Puritan 
Philip Henry’s “ Method of Family 
Prayer.” He had abridged Henry’s 
instructions and included them in 
the Library for easy reference. From 
his references to Susanna Wesley’s 
plan for the education of children, we 
can see that Wesley saw the same 
pattern for devotions in the Puritans 
which he had experienced as a child, 
and he heartily recommended this 
type of worship program for the 
home.
John Wesley quotes the following 
paragraphs from a letter his mother 
had written to him, July 24, 1732, 
when she was 60 years old, just 10 
years before her death.
When turned a year old (and som e be­
fore), they [m y children | were taught to 
fear the rod, and to cry softly; by which 
means they escaped abundance o f  correc­
tion they m ight otherwise have had, and 
that most odious noise o f the crying of 
children was rarely heard in the house, 
but the fam ily usually lived in as much 
quietness as if there had not been a child 
among them . . .
In order to form the minds o f children, 
the first thing to be done is to conquer 
their will, and bring them to an obedient 
temper. T o  inform the understanding is a 
work o f time, and must with children 
proceed by slow degrees as they are 
able to bear it; but the subjecting the 
will is a thing that must be done at once,
and the sooner the better. For, by ne­
glecting tim ely correction, they will con ­
tract a stubborness and obstinacy which 
is hardly ever after conquered; and never, 
without using such severity as would be 
as painful to me as to the child. In the 
esteem o f the world they pass for kind 
and indulgent whom I call cruel parents, 
who perm it their children to get habits 
which they know must be afterwards 
broken. . . .
Whenever a child is corrected, it must 
be conquered; and this will be no hard 
matter to do if it be not grown headstrong 
by too much indulgence. And when the 
will o f a child is totally subdued, and it is 
brought to revere and stand in awe o f the 
parents, then a great many childish 
follies and inadvertences may be passed 
by. Som e should be overlooked and taken 
no notice of, and others mildly reproved; 
but no wilful transgression ought ever to 
be forgiven children without chastise­
ment, less or more, as the nature and 
circumstances o f the offence require 
(Journal, III, 34-35).
In our twentieth-century society of 
moral relativism and ethical decay in 
high places, we would do well to 
reexamine Wesley’s emphasis on the 
Christian home as a basis for a moral 
world. In our increasingly sophisti­
cated methods of proclamation and 
evangelism, let us not lose the per­
spective that the home is the ma­
terial, the bricks and mortar, from 
which the church is built. The family 
is the basic ingredient of the church. 
Let us center our attention on it with 
all the fervor o f this great saint and 
wise man of God.
Personal renewal comes to the person who has the insight 
and courage to turn from self-defense and to open his mind to the 
truth about himself, however painful it may be. 
— W. Curry Mavis
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A Prayer in Time 
of Discouragement
By Ross W. Hayslip*
Our Father who art in heaven:
Frankly, I ’m discouraged! I ’ve decided to take my eyes off of 
myself and my problems and lift them toward You.
Forgive me, Father, for not doing this sooner. The monotony 
and strain of my daily tasks have kept me earthbound. Now, Lord, I 
am coming apart for a little while to commune with You.
I have been looking at myself with eyes of introspection, and what 
I see is not flattering. I need to see anew, O Lord, that it is not what I 
can do, but what You can do through me that counts. It is the com­
bination of Your strength and my weakness that will make me effec­
tive in Your kingdom’s work.
Then, too, I have had my eyes on my fellowmen. Lord, help me 
not to be like the individual who said that he loved humanity but 
couldn’t stand people. M ay I see the priceless value of my friends, and 
be able to minimize any problems that their attitudes and actions may 
have caused me. M ay I, as Paul handled the problem of Demetrius, 
turn them over to you. You are looking at people from an exalted 
view. I am seeing them from my earth level.
Thank You, Lord, for helping me not to grow despondent in my 
discouragement. You have promised to give me help and strength for 
every one of my needs. I am going to believe that Isaiah spoke the 
truth when he said, “ Thou wilt keep him in perfect peace, whose mind 
is stayed on thee.”
I am accepting the truth of the Psalm ist’ s declaration, “ In the 
shadows of thy wings will I make my refuge until these calamities be 
overpast.”
I am also taking the promise that greater is He that is within me 
than he that is in the world.
I ’m going back to my tasks, Lord. Please help me to have patience 
for the inch-by-inch and step-by-step. M ay I never retreat further 
back than You have helped me to advance forward.
Thanks for listening to me. I don’t believe that anything will come 
upon me that You and I together cannot handle.
Amen.
*Pastor, First Church of the Nazarene, Tucson, Ariz.
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The Old-time Religion
“ It is the one old religion, as old as 
the Reformation; as old as Christian­
ity; as old as Moses; as old as Adam.”  
Challenging words from John Wes­
ley, the founder and champion of 
Methodism, answering those who 
accused him of “ innovations” and 
“ irrational excesses.”
A man of his time—churchman, 
scholar, evangelist, reformer, diarist, 
and author— Wesley exalted a salva­
tion for all times. He preached and 
testified to a religion rooted in the 
Scriptures, experienced in the Early 
Church, reverenced by the church 
fathers, and enshrined in the Hom­
ilies and Book of Common Prayer of 
his Anglican heritage. It was an old- 
time religion made new and vital by 
the Spirit’s flame upon the mean 
altar of an Oxford don’s heart.
This old-time religion of a genuine 
new birth and heart holiness honors 
the amazing grace that makes salva­
tion “ free for all, and free in all” ; 
universal and uttermost. On the 
ground of faith alone, God’s merciful 
grace gift to everyone who will exer­
cise this faculty of the soul, in re­
sponse to the miracle and magnetism 
of the Cross— pardon, purity, and 
heaven are offered to every soul of 
man. A full salvation, attested by the 
Word of God, the witness of the
by
Albert J. Lown
Nazarene evangelist 
London, England
Spirit, and the fruit of life, is avail­
able for every believer.
As Wesley observed, the roots of 
regeneration, holiness, and revival 
are deep. As deep as eternity, as old 
as Eden, for God’s first intention has 
never changed: “ He hath chosen us 
in him before the foundation of the 
world, that we should be holy and 
without blame before him in love” 
(Eph. 1:4).
When God finds His man or wom­
an—chosen, called, and consecrated 
— and they find in Him an experi­
ence, a message, and vision, then the 
old truth is rediscovered in personal 
reality and crusading passion. For 
Wesley, holiness “ was old, yet ever 
new.”  As old-fashioned as sleep, 
breathing, food, drink, work, love, 
marriage, birth, and death. As new as 
today’s waking, as the heart’s present 
beat and life’s interchange. “ This 
[the fullness of the Spirit] is that 
which was spoken by the prophet 
Joel,”  declared Peter. The new wine 
of God’s incoming into human hearts 
and lives is really the old wine man’s 
soul has always needed.
The initiative is always with God, 
as in the Exodus, the era of prophets 
and kings, the expectant days before 
the first Christmas; indeed, in every 
movement that has blessed men and 
benefited society. The responsibility 
for accepting the invitation of grace 
and cooperating with the Spirit’s 
inspiration rests with men.
I believe in the old-tim e religion,
For it saves from  all sin here be­
low . . .
I  believe in the old-tim e religion 
A s our fathers received  long ago.
And it’s good enough for me!
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When Jesus is our Example, we are aware 
that we preach best what we practice most
The Preacher and His Proclamation
By Wayne M. Warner*
Nicodemus echoed the verdict of 
history when he addressed the Prince 
of Prophets with “ We know that thou 
art a teacher come from God” (John 
3:2). The preaching-teaching min­
istry of our Lord has empowered 
more satisfied living, effected more 
change, rearranged more homes, and 
heralded more history than any other 
series of events since the creation 
story. He stands alone as the Truth, 
the Way, and the Life. His unspoken 
behavior proclaimed as eloquently 
as His powerful parables. He left lit­
tle doubt that He was a prophet. His 
life witnesses to the fact that what 
you are, preacher, is what you pro­
claim best!
Jesus never forgot His humanity, 
speaking of himself as the Son of 
Man. He was both human and hu­
manitarian by His own decision. He 
kept the Jewish custom by going to 
the synagogue, as was His custom. 
However, when custom conflicted 
with individual need, He echoed the 
needs of humanity. The Pharisees 
took counsel against Him, but He 
healed the withered hand on the Sab­
bath. His action expressed His atti­
tude with eloquent silence.
Because He knew who He was, 
Jesus remained true to the real needs 
of those to whom He ministered, 
never being detoured to defend him­
*Battle Creek, M ich.
self. He remained consistent with his 
own purposes, which were those of 
the Father who sent Him. When the 
Pharisees charged Jesus with per­
forming miracles by the power of 
Satan, Jesus should have been more 
disturbed than any man. Who better 
than He knew the powers of good and 
evil? Instead, He rebuked them for 
their impersonal and inconsequen­
tial relationship to the Father in 
heaven, and His rebuke contained 
none of the stinging venom that fre­
quently troubles many of us.
Above all else, Jesus harbored a 
humble spirit. When He healed the 
man’s withered hand, many followed 
Him “ and he healed them all; and 
charged them that they should not 
make him known” (Matt. 12:15-16). 
Although He stood as the fulfillment 
of Isaiah’s prophecies, His humility 
was that of the servant who never 
seeks personal glory. He lived pur­
posefully, discreetly, humbly, and 
prophetically. When He washed the 
disciples’ feet before going to Cal­
vary, He was reinforcing what they 
had shared many times previously. 
At such times, as so often, His proc­
lamation was eloquent even when He 
did not preach.
Discerning and dedicated
Jesus lived with dynamic discern­
ment, with sensitive awareness. His 
inner tracking system tracked the 
needs of His parishioners, needs
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which many of them buried beneath 
the level of their conscious thinking. 
He saw the worth of the individual 
person. His intense concern focused 
His compassionate awareness on in­
dividuals whose potentials He sought 
to activate through personal decision 
and growth.
One day a would-be disciple came 
to Jesus in the person of the rich 
young ruler. Jesus discerningly dealt 
with the young man’s problem, rath­
er than let the young man make his 
problem the problem of Jesus. He 
adroitly questioned the young man, 
leading him as far as he would be led, 
but leaving him responsible to make 
his own personal decision. The re­
corder warns us the potential disciple 
went away sad, but he makes no 
mention of resentment, rejection, or 
rebuke for the wrong decision.
Having made a decision to change, 
Jesus also stressed the importance of 
a decision for positive growth. Jesus 
told the story of a man whose life was 
transformed when the unclean spirit 
was exorcised. When this happens, 
the negative that is eliminated must 
be replaced with something positive, 
for there is no progress without con­
tinued growth. In this case the man 
did not experience the renewal of new 
and positive forces. When this hap­
pens, the exorcised spirit “ taketh 
with himself seven other spirits more 
wicked than himself”  (Matt. 12:45), 
leaving the man worse off than when 
he first began.
Patient and practical
When Peter asked for further am­
plification on the subject of forgive­
ness (Matt. 15:15), Jesus patiently 
prodded him with a question, after 
which he went straight to the core of 
the issue: “ Are ye also yet without 
understanding?”  A man’s evil ideas 
make him unclean rather than his in­
complete ceremonies.
Jesus revealed further patience as
He recognized the existing faith of 
the Canaanite woman (Matt. 15:22- 
28) and He clarified it and shaped it 
into a form which she could grasp 
more readily, and “ her daughter was 
made whole from that very hour.” 
Impatience on His part would have 
cost her the little faith she already 
held.
Through it all Jesus remained pa­
tiently practical, converting simple 
observations from nature’s resources 
into great truths, readily grasped. 
Through traditional relationships He 
proclaimed magnificent spiritual de­
lights. When the multitude followed 
Him to the seaside, He converted a 
neighbor’s boat into a pulpit. When 
the gathering crowd responded, He 
used the boat as a teaching tool from 
which to identify the message of the 
parabolic sower. His word pictures 
created a spiritual harvest within 
potential reach of the multitude. He 
opened the windows of their under­
standing, which they acknowledged 
by admitting He taught with author­
ity and not as the scribes.
It becomes so easy for enthusiasm 
to succumb to fanaticism, for the 
zealous to become militant. Integrity 
can fall prey to tradition and ortho­
doxy, creating a new Pharisaism. 
Thus, the minor defects of the proph­
et become the major proportion of 
his proclamation. But not so with Je­
sus. His personal poise and practical 
patience kept His prophetic perspec­
tive under accreditation of the Father 
who sent Him.
Flexible and familistic
Jesus increased His effectiveness 
as a preacher by remaining flexible, 
self-adjusting so as to maximize His 
ministry. All of life became a sharing 
ministry for the Preacher and a 
learning situation for His parish­
ioners as they mutually accepted the 
small, tightly knit, dynamic fellow­
ship which made them a community
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of believers. People’s needs, life’s ex­
periences, and truth’s revelations 
became the crossing point where 
Jesus initiated relevant ministry.
The Son of Man was also the son 
of a Jewish carpenter who had ex­
perienced the beautiful blessings of 
Jewish family life. He obviously en­
joyed these relationships and He 
knew full well their importance in 
bringing home the rich relationships 
of belonging to the family of God. As 
the Son of God He offered new depth
and dimension to the life of the fam­
ily. He used the common concepts of 
the family and enriched the under­
standing of all by relating those 
concepts to the spiritual dimension of 
faith. None of these remained more 
simple or became more fulfilling than 
the oft-repeated prayer to our “ Fa­
ther which art in heaven”  (Matt. 
6:9), the God whom He proclaimed 
with prophetic power because He 
knew Him in the self-revealing inti­
macies of personal piety.
Practical
Points
\ that make 
a difference
“Thank You” and 
“I’m Sorry”— 
Magic Words to Success!
Dear Son:
I ’m a preacher-watcher. I ’ m not sure 
that it is a good trait, but a layman 
builds a philosophy of ministry after a 
series of pastors— some superlative, 
some good, some poor. We have always 
supported them, even though it is 
rough on a layman to change horses so 
many times on life’ s journey.
One thing I ’ve noticed is the diffi­
culty some pastors have in saying, 
“ Thank you,”  and, “ I ’m sorry.”  They 
are magic words to good interpersonal 
relationships.
The most appropriate response a 
pastor can make at the door of the 
church is “ Thank you.”  Why it is so 
difficult for some pastors, I do not 
know. They’ll apologize, laugh self­
consciously, or play down their ser­
mon, when it would be so easy to say,
“ Thank you.”  It is the most appro­
priate and gracious response a pastor 
can make in any situation where grati­
tude is in order.
It is harder for a pastor to say, “ I ’m 
sorry.”  Why a preacher’s ego struc­
ture is such, I do not know. But how 
many tough places could be avoided 
by just saying, “ I ’m sorry.”
I saw it in practice the other day. 
Our pastor got “ carried away”  and 
purchased a vacuum cleaner for the 
church, which he had no authority to 
buy. It was a good buy, and the church 
needed it, but some of the men were 
upset.
The pastor came to board meeting, 
and before anyone could say anything, 
he admitted his poor judgment and 
said, “ I ’m sorry, and it won’t happen 
again.”
Well, we nearly had a revival right 
there. Our pastor could have asked for 
anything and got it— just because he 
humbled himself and said, “ I ’ m sor­
ry .”
Well, Son, it is the “ little foxes that 
spoil the vine.”  Tend your vineyard 
well, and the harvest will be great.
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Evangelistic Pastors
O THE W ORK of an evangelist" (2 Tim. 4:5)—the 
words of instruction from Paul to young Timothy, and 
words of admonition to every pastor today.
A pastor should develop, motivate, mold, and lead 
his church into a soul-winning congregation. For a 
church to grow it must be evangelistically oriented and 
have a genuine spirit of witnessing and winning others to 
Christ. When a church waits for two or three revival 
campaigns a year to suffice for its entire evangelistic out­
reach, it can thwart growth. W e can continue to grow by 
winning others to the Saviour and thereby maintain the 
spiritual glow and fervor which has marked the Church 
of the Nazarene from its inception.
Every pastor should develop those talents and abili­
ties which enable him to be a soul winner. Each pastor 
bears many responsibilities in his pastorate— preacher, 
teacher, shepherd, leader, financier—and the list goes 
on. Along with all these demands he must also lead and 
direct his people in evangelism.
With all our emphasis on personal soul winning it is 
still essential that we have strong evangelistic preaching 
from the pulpit Sunday after Sunday. Evangelistic preach­
ing is preaching that wins others to the Saviour. It is 
preaching with a passion for souls. With Paul, it is saying, 
"W oe is unto me, if I preach not the gospel" (1 Cor. 9:16). 
It is preaching against sin and with a warning of the com­
ing judgment and of hell. It is preaching that lifts up
Christ, His atonement, His love and power to forgive sins 
and to sanctify wholly.
This kind of preaching appeals to the heart as well as 
to the intellect. It is logically clear and scripturally sound. 
It maintains emotional appeal that stirs the heart and 
moves the will toward God.
Evangelistic preaching calls for decision, persuading 
men to come to Christ. This preaching must be bathed in 
tears and soaked in much prayer. Hearts aflame with 
God's love can persuade others to accept the Saviour.
Jesus said, “ Follow me, and I will make you fishers of 
men" (Matt. 4:19). This is what we are—"fishers of men" 
—winning, leading, training others to win!
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Tell them about NIRO'
Here's what some of the 1,245 who attended are saying—
"How wonderful it was . . ."
" I am still on cloud 9 because of the wonderful 
time at NIROGA. . . ."
" It enabled our folk to realize there is a great 
host of happy Christians who have reached 
their senior years and that it is possible for 
us to share in many opportunities for 
service—we don't have to be 'on the 
sidelines'!"
"O ne of the greatest things that has happened 
in the Church of the Nazarene in the last 
25 years is N IROGA____"
Write Melvin Shrout, director of Senior Adult 
Ministries, for a schedule of dates and rates 
for 1976.
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i Q u e  Pasa en Centro America?
Our 1976 slides will tell you
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COM M UNICATIONS COM M ISSION
"Wha'da T/a think? la Kansas City 
getting too commercial?”
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Reaching Our Own  
Communities of Need
Nazarene churches around 
the world have just concluded 
their annual February Home 
Missions emphasis.
Home Missions and Broth­
erhood Sundays provided op­
portunities to reexamine pri­
o r i t i e s  and  r e n e w  ou r  
commitment.
Nazarene pastors have been 
responding to the request 
printed on these pages the last 
two months for communities 
of need where new work can 
be launched.
Laymen also have been re­
sponding to similar appeals 
published in the Herald o f  
Holiness and Home Missions 
Alert.
There is no shortage of mis­
sion fields at home. There is 
no shortage of willing Naza- 
renes— pastors or laymen.
This month, “ Focus on 
Growth" centers on how we 
can marshall our resources to 
reach these communities of 
need in 1976—the Year of the 
New Church.
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HOME MISSIONS
Prayer Power Is Vital
The familiar midweek prayer 
meeting offers a unique launching 
pad for reaching our mission fields 
at home.
1. It is a forum for presenting a 
spiritual challenge to the most com­
mitted body of believers within our 
church.
2. The midweek format is flexible 
enough to permit us to utilize 
specialized church growth studies, 
audiovisuals, book reviews, demo­
graphic reports, testimonies, and
special speakers to picture clearly 
the need before us.
3. The focus on prayer is an essen­
tial step for spiritual battle.
4. When the prayers of a congre­
gation are centered on outreach, its 
activities also are directed toward 
outreach.
5. Each pastor can exercise posi­
tive spiritual leadership in challeng­
ing his people, providing instruc­
tion, and then launching the work of 
outreach.
Help Is Available 
for Starting Work
Because the launching of new 
work has such a favorable impact on 
all involved, many agencies of the 
church offer assistance in launching 
new work.
Fortunately, no one can do it for 
us. The blessings of outreach are re­
served for those who reach out with 
God's love to those in need.
But there is assistance.
Books and audiovisual aids listed 
on these pages in January and Feb­
ruary are designed to help you en­
list your local body of believers in 
the work of outreach.
Dr. Benjamin's book, reviewed in 
this issue, provides excellent study 
material for mission-minded pastors 
and people.
Growing Church Achievem ent 
Awards provide proper recognition 
for both large and small churches 
who show significant growth with 
attention to starting new work.
The LANDS program provides 
matching grants to help buy loca­
tions on which new congregations 
may build churches.
The General Church Loan Fund 
provides low-cost financing for new 
congregations building their first fa­
cilities.
Church Growth Seminars provide 
practical instruction on church 
growth principles at the district 
level.
Materials available from the De­
partment of Home Missions specify 
the steps that others have found 
helpful in launching new work.
Stories about home mission work 
in denominational periodicals serve 
to keep us reminded of different 
ways in which the work of God can 
be advanced.
Staff members at the Department 
of Home Missions stand ready to re­
spond to specific questions regard­
ing new work. Although we certain­
ly do not always know the answers, 
we almost always can guide you to 
where the answers are. Just ask us.
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"O ur Goal Is People— 
Loving Them, Discipling Them"
The Growing Congregation, by 
Paul Benjamin, has just been issued 
by the Nazarene Publishing House 
as a Christian Service Training text.
Church growth "does not usually 
occur when sought as an end within 
itself, but as a by-product of the 
serving congregation." W e are not 
to treat people as "just another 
digit." The goal should not be to 
"move up another notch" in de­
nominational structures. This, in 
summary, is the heartbeat of what 
Dr. Benjamin is saying to the church.
From this basic premise, sugges­
tions for local church programming 
are described. A thorough study 
with application of the practical ap­
proaches made by Dr. Benjamin will 
benefit any church large or small.
Dr. Benjamin speaks to many peo­
ple of many faiths in a unique way. 
His message is timely and helpful, 
especially for evangelicals. He is on 
target in expressing the thought that 
institutions are to be servants of a 
larger cause and not to turn them­
selves inward to serve only them­
selves.
Much is to be gained by local 
church leaders who study The 
Crowing Congregation. We com­
ment this book in the hope that, as 
a result of this study, every church 
will be, in the truest sense, a grow­
ing congregation.— Dr. R. W. Hurn.
25 "M other Churches"
Some denominations point with 
pride to the "Mother Church" from 
whence all the other churches have 
generated. While the Church of the 
Nazarene can also point with pride 
to our beginning days, we are still 
involved in the process of "mother­
ing."
During the last quadrennium, at 
least 25 Churches of the Nazarene 
directly mothered new congrega­
tions. This record could easily be in­
creased fourfold in 1976 as pastors 
and people everywhere catch the 
vision of a growing church reaching 
souls for Christ.
New Work Adds Growth Factor
Attendance at outreach classes 
may be counted with regular Sunday 
school attendance providing the 
class meets at least one hour on a 
regular basis.
Sponsorship of a daughter con­
gregation stimulates missionary in­
terest in both mother and daughter 
congregations. Attendance and of­
fering are both considered an in­
tegral part of the mother church
during the infancy of the new work.
By the time a daughter church is 
ready to be organized on its own, 
the mother church is often ready to 
launch yet another outreach work 
and thus the reaching of the lost 
goes on. The mother church need 
never experience decrease as God 
continually provides wider vistas of 
opportunity.
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HOM E MISSIONS
Are You O n e  of the Thousand?
Nearly 3,000 churches have been 
organized since 1948 and one-third 
of these have received help from the 
General Church Loan Fund.
New churches are being started in 
increasing numbers. Demands on 
the General Church Loan Funds for 
construction financing are heavier 
than ever before.
Unfortunately, the state of our 
economy is threatening the ability 
of the General Church Loan Fund to 
meet these increasing demands.
Here are seven ways the members 
of your church can help the Gen­
eral Church Loan Fund meet the 
needs  of n e w b o r n  N a z a r e n e  
churches.
1. They can pray that the General 
Church Loan Fund will be able to 
say “ yes" to the young churches 
who come to us month after month 
seeking aid.
2. They can deposit their savings 
with the General Church Loan Fund 
where they will earn 51/4 to 6 percent 
interest while their money helps 
build new churches.
3. They can give. For the first time 
in many years we're forced to tell 
new churches who have fully quali­
fied for loans, "You'll have to wait." 
Only an outpouring of new gifts and 
deposits from our members can 
help us deal with the need. What­
ever the gift—$5.00 a year, $50.00 a 
year, $500 a year, or $5,000 a year— 
it will be used again and again in the 
new-church program.
4. They can receive an income for 
life. They can make a gift to the Gen­
eral Church Loan Fund—with the 
agreement that we'll pay them a 
specified amount of money on a 
monthly basis, as long as they live. 
Payments can start at once, or at re­
tirement, or whenever they choose.
Payments can also provide for their 
mates.
5. They can include the General 
Church Loan Fund in their wills. 
They can will land, house, car, vaca­
tion home—or anything that has 
value—to the General Loan Fund. If 
they have not made out a will, they 
may ask our counselors to guide 
them as they do this.
6. They can call or write the Gen­
eral Church Loan Fund. They can ask 
us to help them work out a plan that 
will help put their savings to work 
for young churches.
7. They can remember that every 
•penny they give will be used again 
and again. The loan fund is bor­
rowed by young churches, it is paid 
back with interest, it is borrowed, 
paid back, and borrowed again.
THE
YEAR
OF
THE
NEW
CHURCH
1976
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NAZARENE W ORLD M ISSIONARY SOCIETY
FRIDAY, M A R C H  5
Recently, a new nation was born. The new government declared three days of 
"Independence Celebration." There was some apprehension abroad in the land— 
for so much recent history has portrayed "Independence" as being won only in 
violence and upheaval.
W ith this three-day celebration, one day was declared a "D ay of Prayer" and all 
of the Christian folk in the land observed it fervently.
To the date of this writing (several months), there has continued a peaceful 
sense of unity and pride in this new nation. They stand as a model to others in their 
standard of achieving independence.
Could their "D ay of Prayer" have had anything to do with this outcome?
" I f  m y  p e o p le ,  w h ic h  a re  c a l le d  b y  m y  n a m e ,  sha l l  h u m b le  th e m se lves  . . . "
2 Chron. 7:14
" C a l l  u p o n  m e  in  th e  da y  o f  t r o u b le :  I w i l l  d e l i v e r  th e e  . . . "
Ps. 50:15
"S e e k  ye  f irst  th e  k in g d o m  o f  C o d ,  a n d  his r ig h te o u s n e s s  . . . "
Matt. 6:33
WE HAVE ACCESS TO THE THRONE— 
HE HEARS, AND HE ANSWERS— 
SHALL WE TAKE ADVANTAGE OF IT TOGETHER 
THIS MARCH 5?
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EVANGELISM
Exciting strategies will be 
growing in the Departm ent of 
Evangelism Pavilion at General 
Assembly.
16K
CHURCH SCHOOLS
The date to set another new de
“ TWO FOR ONE U
Double your average Si
See pages 16L-16M of February’s
16L
C H U R C H  S C H O O L S
iminational attendance record
IL GET IT DONE99
day school attendance
iazarene Focus” for information.
1 6 M
Y O U T H
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FEATURES OF THE CONVENTION
Wednesday evening, June 16
Registration, Mass Youth Choir/Brass, Quizzing 
Thursday, June 17
Business, Equipping, Rehearsals, Quizzing, Inspiration 
Youth Exclusive: Fellowship and Praise 
Friday, June 18
Business, Caucus, Rehearsals, Quizzing, Inspiration 
Saturday, June 19
Business, Rehearsals, Quizzing, Inspiration 
International Youth Rally
I .
POST-CONVENTION ACTIVITIES
Monday, June 21
Six Flags Celebration (Children, Youth, College-age)
Tuesday, June 22
Breakaway . . . (Youth, College-age)
Activities for Children
Total Package Cost: approx. $10.00
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CHURCH SCHOOL
UDofel® ' f a i r  id iO iT g a e l i
w m  
W a e a fto ® ®  H 6 0 ®  S e t o ®
(order Introductory Packet and Planbook now)
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HRISTIAN SERVICE TRAININGIN(j <
^ d c o n i  .
New \;i/,:ii ’a k:>
A service provided every church
f
MEW I renes received
PASTOR, send in this card that 
is provided free of charge 
each time you take in New 
Nazarenes by profession of 
faith.
m 0 c h u r c h
m e m b e r s h i p
1._
2._
3.
— 4--- 
f—-
AŴ07p—3—
"'me of Church ~
When the above card is re­
ceived in our office, this card 
will be sent to each person be­
coming a New Nazarene.
-------------------- - ® M'p vouVOU WOUld W»WIndicate the materials vo
^ "• = T £ S fS a iS K S » r
• h s s s & s s r—  ,w i  
-  p“or'sB"'9
_Conouesf, «« ĵ istian for Sunday
■-----guidance, anc w- puhi(Cation 1° '
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FOR MORE IN IO RM A H O N  
Welcome New Nazarenes 
6401 The Paseo 
Kansas City, Mo. 64131
. k :
LIFE INCOME
Imagine how many children will hear God’s Word in this 
Christian Education wing. Through prayerful concern and 
the Horizons Program, Mr. &  Mrs. F. invested in their 
church in southern California . . . and helped make it 
possible . . . Today while they’re still alive and can 
appreciate their investment.
Think what a gift like this could mean to your church. 
Take a wise look ahead . . . support and promote
Take a wise look ah ead
TOT "ZOOJiP L A N N E DG IV IN GP R O G R A M S
Rev. Crew:
Please send me without charge 
or obligation a copy of “An 
Opportunity Today to Strengthen 
Your Church Tomorrow.”
Mi:.
M i s s
Address
City
.State Zip
Birth Date Tel.
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DEPARTMENT OF PENSIONS
The
Straight 
of It
HR-10, Keogh and 
The Local Pastor
Two pastors recently reported bitter 
financial experiences. They had pur­
chased Keogh (HR-10) annuity plans. 
Neither the sales agents nor the com ­
pany executives realized that O NLY 
evangelists are eligible for this plan. O ne 
of these pastors received $700 LESS 
when he w ithdrew funds from the pro­
gram. That company did not take re­
sponsibility for their error. They insisted 
on taking profits anyway! Fortunately 
the second pastor was able to recover all 
funds.
I.R.A., INDIVIDUAL  
RETIREMENT ACT
I.R.A. is for individuals who do not 
have a pension plan available. Further,
I.R.A. is quite limited and restricted in 
comparison to your denominational an­
nuity (the Nazarene Supplemental Re­
tirement Program). You C A N N O T  re­
move funds from an I.R.A. before 
retirement without penalty!
YOUR
DENOMINATIONAL
ANNUITY
With the Nazarene Supplemental Re ­
tirement Program (a tax-sheltered an­
nuity for pastors, evangelists, and lay 
employees of the church), you can never lose through withdrawal.
Currently interest is at IV .2 percent per annum. Recent negotiations indicate that 
an announcement of more than 8 percent is coming shortly. You may tax-shelter 20 
percent of your income! W rite  for complete information. Your denominational 
annuity is the answer!
Dean Wessels 
Department of Pensions 
6401 The Paseo 
Kansas City, Mo. 64131
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AM
S 
CEU 
PALCON 
AM
S 
CEU 
PALCON 
AMS 
CEU 
PALCON 
AM
S 
CEU
EDUCATION
AMS CEU PALCON AMS CEU PALCON AMS
Please explain! Right!
= Advanced Ministerial Studies 
= Continuing Education Unit (of credit) 
PALCON = Pastors' Leadership Conference
What do all these 
LETTERS mean?
PLENTY!
ADVANCED MINISTERIAL STUDIES is what we are calling our 
own program of continuing education for elders and com­
missioned MCE's.
CONTINUING EDUCATION UNIT is a standard measure of 
nondegree academic work, widely used by universities 
and other agencies, in all professions. In our program an 
Advanced Ministerial Studies Certificate will be awarded 
for each 10 CEU's. They may be earned in a variety of 
ways, including—
PASTORS' LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE to be held on each 
zone campus in late 1976 and the first seven months of 
1977. Properly registered participants who are present for 
the entire week will be credited with TWO CEU's!
THAT CAN BE A G O O D  START.
BUT YOU DO NOT NEED TO WAIT UNTIL THEN.
SOME HAVE ALREADY EARNED CEU's!
For further information write for the brochure on 
ADVANCED MINISTERIAL STUDIES.
D epartm ent of Education and the Ministry 
C H U R C H  OF THE NAZARENE
6401 The Paseo Kansas City, Mo. 64131
AMS CEU PALON AMS CEU PALCON AMS CEU
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CEU 
PALCON 
AM
S 
CEU 
PALCON 
AMS 
CEU 
PALCON 
AM
S 
CEU 
PALCO
N
0 0 K  THEsE ]^ jT /o u r FORbbi»
SILVER-TONE BRASS-TONE
E-500A E-500AB $15.50
E-501A E-501 AB $13.00
E-502A E-502AB $10.00
E-503A E-503AB $9.00
E-504A E-504AB $12.75
E-505A E-505AB $8.50
Finest qua lity, cra ftsm ansh ip , and design. F inge rp rin t-res is tan t anodized fin ish needs no po lish ing , w ill 
not tarn ish. Trays hold 40 glasses.
Communion Tray 
Communion Cover*
Communion Base  
Bread Plate Cover*
Bread Plate (S ta ck in g )
Bread Plate
‘ Covers supplied with crosses unless knobs specified.
— clear, rounded inside, heavy bot­
tom s
15/s inches high 12 for $3.00 E-169 
1 'A  inches high 12 for $3.00 E-163 
E-164 1 / a inches high (D IS P O S A B LE )
— Thin, un leavened sections. Four-ounce box serves 1,000 or m ore. 
Polyethylene inner con ta iner helps hold freshness betw een uses.
U-165 Box, $1.80
— U nbreakab le , ligh tw e igh t, no iseless, 
clea r
15/e inches high 12 for $2.25 
1 %  inches high 12 for $1.60 
1,000 for $8.95
2 ta ilo red  styles . . .
6 appropria te  co lo rs . 
5 popular sizes.
As low as $18.95
CHOIR ROBE PACKET
Pertinent in fo rm a tion  fo r ch o ir se lec ­
tion  com m ittee . Provides fab ric  se le c ­
to r; a fu ll-co lo r ca ta log  on styles, 
co lo rs , sizes, p rices; and instructions 
fo r ordering . A va ilab le  upon request 
fo r exam ina tion  at NO CHARGE.
IM M ED IA TE ACTION!
As it takes  3 w eeks  (a f te r  o rder is 
rece ived ) to p rocess  R EA D Y  M A D E 
and 4 to 5 w eeks on C U STO M -M A D E, 
im m ed ia te  action  is n ece ssa ry  to 
as su re  d e liv e ry  for Easte r.
NOTE: For m ore com ple te  in form ation  on above item s, consu lt our la test 
M aste r Buying Guide, sent to  all pastors and churches.
ACT NOW -Easter will soon be here!
S M
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NAZARENE P U B LIS H IN G  HOUSE o f h c i  » o x  h 7 ,  K a n s a s  c i t y , M i s s o u r i  m k i
a p r i l
I  W ~ ~ T ~  F S
12 3
1, 6 7 8 9 10
i i .  >2 13 14 15 16 17
I I 1 19 20 21 22 23 24 
25 26 27 28 29 30
VISUAL ART DEPARTMENT, NAZARENE PUBLISHING HOUSE
V lb U A L  m k i  l/*. nf Holiness each month)
(Monthly s,a,es published m the last tssue cj the HeraU oj
A L IE N , A R TH U R  L. (C) R. 1. Taft St., Danielson, Conn. 06239 
ALLE N , D A N . (C) Box 1240, Hannibal, Mo. 63401 
♦ A N D R E W S , GEORGE. (C) Box 821. Conway, Ark. 72032
•  A N D E R S O N , LAW RE N C E  *, K A R E N -L O U IS E . (C) 585 Lowell St.,
Methuen. Mass. 01844
•  ARCHER, R O N ALD  E. (R) 7016 N.W. 61st Terr., Bethany. Okla.
73008
A R M STR O N G , C. R. (C) 2614 E. Yukon St.. Tampa, Fla. 33604 
ATTIG , W A LTER  W. (C) 21 Larkspur Dr., Belleville, III. 62221 
♦ B A B C O C K , K E N N E T H  E. & M IL D R E D . (C) Box 66, Wilmington, 
N.Y. 12977
•  B A IL E Y , C LAR EN C E  &  T H E L M A . (C) 1197 W. Arch St., Portland,
Ind. 47371
B A ILE Y , C LAY TO N  D . (C) 440 Bentley. Lapeer, Mich. 48446 
♦ B A K E R , R IC H A R D  C. (C) 3590 Coal Fork Dr., Charleston, W.Va. 
25306
BAR N ES, TE D . (R) R.R. 1, Lot 11, Sharps Mobile Ct„ Auburn, III.
62615 (fu ll-tim e)
B A T T IN , B U FO R D . (C) 3015 47th St., Lubbock. Tex. 79413 
BEA LS , PRESCOTT. (R) 717 E. Alder, Walla Walla. Wash. 99362 
( fu llt im e )
BEC KE TT, C. F R A N K . (C) P.O. Box 254, Roland. Okla. 74954
•  B E L L , JA M E S  & JE AN . (C) c /o  NPH”
•  B E N D E R  E V A N G E L IS T IC  PARTY, JA M E S  U. (C) Box 1326. River-
view, Fla. 33569 
♦ B E R T O L E T S , TH E  M U S IC A L  (F R E D  & GR A CE ). (C) c /o  NPH“ 
BEYER , H E N R Y  T. (C) R. 2, Box 103, Pearl River, La. 70452 
B IE R C E, JACK. (C) 1156 Mt. Werner Cir., Colorado Springs, Colo. 
80906
B IS H O P , R O B ER T E. (C) 515‘/2 N. McDonel, Lima, Ohio 45801
•  B LU E , D A V ID — ETC, (C) Box 60567, Nashville. Tenn. 37211 
• B O H I ,  JA M E S  T, (C) 409 Lindenwood. Olathe. Kans. 66061 
• B O H I ,  R. W. (C) 4310 N. Asbury, Apt. N, Bethany, Okla. 73008 
♦ B O N D , GARY C. (C) Box 157, Orland Park. III. 60462
BO N E, LAW RE N C E  H . (C) 2652 Greenleaf Dr., West Covina. Calif. 
91792
BOW ERS, C H AR LES  H . (C) P.O. Box 461. Glendale, Ariz. 85311 
B O W M A N , R U SS ELL . (C) 1695 Audrey Rd., Columbus. Ohio 43224
•  B RO O KS , R IC H A R D . (C) 780 Armour Rd., Bourbonnais. III. 60914 
B R O O KS , S TAN LEY  E „  JR. (C) R. 1, Box 245, Westmoreland. N.H.
03467
•B R O W N , C U R T IS  R. (C) 814 N, Third St.. Reading, Pa. 19601 
B R O W N , E LB E R T . (C) R. 2. Hillsboro, Tenn. 37342 
B R O W N , J. R U S S E LL . (C) 1306 E. Jefferson, Boise, Ida. 83702 
•B R O W N , L IN D A  K . (C) 103 Marchmont Dr., Fairborn, Ohio 
45324
•  B R O W N , ROGER N . (C) Box 724, Kankakee, III. 60901 
B U R TO N , C LA U D  L. (C) 1033 Prairie Creek Rd., Dallas, Tex. 75217 
B U TC H E R , TO N Y  H. (C) 4057 S. Delaware, Springfield. Mo. 65804 
C A N E N , D A V ID . (C) c /o  NPH
C A N IF F , JA M E S  B. (C) Box 306, Spiceland, Ind. 47385 
CASTEEL, H O W A R D . (C) 501 S. Madison, Malden, Mo. 63863 
• C A U D IL L ,  STEVE & S U E . (C) 2339 Peale Dr., Saginaw. Mich. 
48602
C A U D IL L , V IR G IL . (C) 4909 Ivan Dr., Lansing, Mich. 48917 
C AYTO N , JO H N . (C) Box 675, Middleboro, Mass. 02346 
♦ C H A M B E R L A IN , D O R O TH Y  & E D W AR D . (C) R.D. 1, Carmichaels, 
Pa. 15320
C LAR K, G E N E. (C) 1 0 4  Waddell St., Findlay. Ohio 4 5 8 4 0  
(C) Commissioned
C L IF T , N O R V IE  O. (C) 4929 Gardena Ave„ San Diego. Calif. 92110 
♦ C L IF T O N , D IC K  & B EV ER LY. (R) R. 4, 341 Second St.. Cadiz. Ky.
42211 (fu ll-tim e)
♦ C L IN E , JERRY &  M A D Y . (C) 1229 W. Mead Ave., Bowling Green. 
Ky 42101
•  C O B B , B IL L . (R) P.O. Box 75512, Oklahoma City, Okla. 73107 
(fu ll-tim e)
C O C H R AN , E UG EN E W. (C) 6728 McCorckle Ave., St. Albans, W.Va. 
25177
♦ C O N E , A N D R EW  F. (C) 1032 Danby Rd., Ithaca. N.Y. 14850 
♦ C O O K , LEO N  G. &  M A R IE . (C) c /o  NPH*
CO O K, R ALP H  A. (C) 6355 N. Oak, Temple City. Calif. 91780 
♦ C O X , C. B . i  JEW EL. (C) 707 Middle Dr.. Woodruff PL, Indianap­
olis, Ind. 46201
COX, C U R T IS  B. (C) 2123 Memorial Dr., Alexandria, La. 71301 
C R ABTR EE, J. C. (C) 3436 Cambridge, Springfield. Ohio 45503 
C R A N D A LL, V. E. &  M RS. (C) Indian Lake Nazarene Camp, R. 2, 
Vicksburg, Mich. 49097 
♦ C R A N E , B IL L Y  D . (C) R. 2, Box 186. Walker, W.Va. 26180 
♦ C R E W S , H E R M A N  F. &  M RS. (C) c /o  NPH”
C U LB E R T S O N , B E R N IE . (C) 100 N.E. 8th PI., Hermiston, Ore. 97838 
D A R N E L L , H . E. (C) P.O. Box 929, Vivian, La. 71082 
♦ D A V ID S O N , C H AR LES. (C) 541 Gibson, Fremont, Ohio 43420 
D AW S, L EO N A R D . (R) E. 303 Grandview Rd., Lebanon, Ohio 45036 
(fu ll-tim e)
D EAL, JA M E S  O. (C) 1304 Jewell Ave., Lakeland, Fla. 33801 
• D e F R A N K , JO SE PH . (C) Box 342, Barberton, Ohio 44203 
•D E W A R E , S TA N LE Y . (R) 4300 Crossen Dr., Orlando. Fla. 32807 
(fu ll-tim e)
D IS H O N , M E L V IN . (C) R. 15, Bowling Green, Ky. 42101 
D IT T M E R , JO H N  A. (C) 1144 N. Stephens, Springfield, III. 62702 
♦ D IX O N , GEORGE &  C H AR LO TTE . (C) Evangelists and Singers, c /o  
NPH*
• D U N C A N ,  PAT. (C) R. 3, Box 109, Waverly, Ohio 45690 
• D U N M IR E ,  R ALP H  & JO A N N . (C) 202 Garwood Dr., Nashville. 
Tenn. 37211
D U N N , D. R. (C) Box 732, Coshocton, Ohio 43812
D U R H A M , L. P. (J A C K ) (C) 305 Parkview Dr., Arlington, Tex. 76010
♦ D U T T O N , BARRY & T A V IA . (R) 1925 Willow Dr., Olathe, Kans.
66061 (fu ll-tim e)
E DW AR D S, TERRY W . (R )  Box 9352, Colorado Springs, Colo. 80932 
(fu ll-tim e)
E L L IN G S O N , R. LEE. (C) P.O. Box 33067, Indianapolis, Ind. 46203 
E LL IS , H A R LO N . (C) 1220 Bluebird Dr., Longview. Tex. 75601 
E LLW A N G ER , C. W IL L IA M . (C) 2020 W. 81st, Leawood, Kans. 66206 
E M S LE Y , R O B ER T. (C) Bible Expositor, c /o  NPH*
E R IC K S O N , A. W IL L IA M . (R) 110 K itty Hawk Dr., Danville, Va.
24541 (fu ll-tim e)
ESTEP, O P AL C R U M . (R) 2811 Grosse Point, Columbus, Ohio 34227 
(fu ll-tim e)
EVE R LE TH , LEE. (R) 103 Ellsworth Dr.. Marietta. Ohio 45750 ( fu ll­
time)
FE LTE R , JASON H . (C) c /o  NPH*
♦ F IL E S ,  G LO R IA ; & A D A M S , D O R O TH Y . (C) 2031 Freeman Ave., 
Bellmore, N.Y. 11710 
F IN E , LARRY. (R )  c /o  Mid-America Nazarene College, Olathe, Kans. 
66061
♦ F IS H E R , W IL L IA M . (C) c /o  NPH*
FLO R E N C E , ERN EST E. (C) 1021 Elm St., Ripley. Ohio 45167 
•Song Euangelist(R) Registered ♦ Preacher & Song Euangelist 
*Nazarene Publishing House, Box 527. Kansas City, Mo. 64141.
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FLORES, LEO 0. (R) P.O. Box 5964, Lubbock, Tex. 79417 (fu ll-tim e) 
FLO W ER S, M A R Q U IS  1. (C) 505 N. Walnut, Newkirk, Okla. 74647 
FORD, N O R M A N  K. (C) R. 2, Clymer, Pa. 15728 
♦ F O R D , R UTH E. (C) Children’s Worker, 1605 Laura St., Clear­
water, Fla. 33515 
FO R TN ER, ROBER T E. (C) Box 322, Carmi, III. 62821 
FR E E M A N , M ARY A N N . (C) Box 44, Ellisville, III. 61431 
FRODGE, H AR O LD  C. (C) R. 1, Geff, III. 62842 
G A R DN E R , GEORGE. (C) Box 9, Olathe, Kans. 66061 
G AUT, R O BER T. (C) 1325 S. Cedar, Ottawa, Kans. 66067 
G AW TH O R P , W A YLA N D  & JO AN. (C) Box 115, Mt. Erie, III. 62446 
•G IL L E S P IE , S H E R M A N  &  E LS IE . (R) 203 E. Highland, Muncie, 
Ind. 47303 (fu ll-tim e)
G IL M O R E , P AU L S. (R) 738 Buffalo St., Jamestown, N.Y. 14701 
(fu ll-tim e)
• G L E N D E N N IN G , P AU L A. *, R O BER TA. (C) 700 E. Broadway.
Fairfield, la. 52556 
G O LAY, GEORGE H. (C) 4920 N. 85th, Milwaukee, Wis. 53225 
G O O D EN , B IL L . (R) 204 Willow Valley Rd., Lamar, Colo. 81052 
(fu ll-tim e)
G O O D M A N , W IL L IA M . (C) R. 3, Box 269, Bemidji. Minn. 56601 
•G O R M A N S , THE S IN G IN G  (C H A R LE S  & A N N ), (C) 11505 Preston 
Hwy., Lot 67, Louisville, Ky. 40229 
GRAVVAT. H AR O LD  F. (C) 812 N . 9th, Lot 26, Mattoon, III. 61938 
•G R E E N , JA M E S  &  RO SEM AR Y. (C) Box 385, Canton, III. 61520 
G R IM M , GEORGE J. (C) 820 Wells St., Sistersville, W.Va. 26175 
G R IN D LE Y , R. E. (C) 6187 Ambleside Dr., Columbus, Ohio 43229 
•G R IN D L E Y S , TH E  S IN G IN G  (G E R ALD  & J A N IC E ). (C) 539 E.
Mason St., Owosso, Mich. 48867 
GUY, M A R IO N  0, (C) 444 Fairfax, Muskogee, Okla. 74401 
♦ H A IN E S , GARY. (R) 246 Tanna Ct., Colorado Springs, Colo. 80916 
(fu ll-tim e)
• H A L L ,  B IL L  & S H A R O N . (C) Box 623, Trevecca Naz. Col., Nash­
ville, Tenn. 37210 
H A M IL T O N , M A R K . (C) 1305 St. Clair, Vincennes, Ind. 47591 
H AN C O C K , BOYD C. (C) 1404 Cambridge, Olathe, Kans. 66061
•  H A P P IN E S S  S IN G E R S. (C) c /o  NPH*
H A R R IS O N , ROBER T V. (C) 3202 Benbrook Dr., Austin, Tex. 78758 
H AR R O LD , JO H N  W. (C) 409 14th St., Rochelle, III. 61068 
H ATH A W A Y, K E N N E T H . (C) c /o  NPH 
HAYES, C EC IL  G. (C) R.D. 2. Howard, Ohio 43028 
♦ H E A S L E Y , J IM M Y  S  FE RN . (C) c /o  NPH*
HEC KER  F A M IL Y . (R) Family Evangelists, Box J, Allentown, Pa. 
18105
H E G STR O M , H. E. (C) c /o  NPH4 
H E N D E R S O N , DEE. (C) Box 525, Islamorada, Fla. 33036 
H EN D E R S O N , D O N A L D . (C) 825 S. Wymore, Apt. 46 C. Altamonte 
Springs, Fla. 32701 
H ESS. B IL L . (C) Box 92, Owasso, Okla. 74055 
H IC K S , JO H N  D. (R) 4129 Ramsey Dr., North Highlands, Calif.
95660 (fu ll-tim e)
H O E C K LE, W ESLEY W. (C) 642 Vaky St.. Corpus Christi, Tex. 78404 
H O LLE Y , C. D. (C) R. 2, Indian Lake Rd., Vicksburg, Mich. 49097 
H O LLO W A Y, WARREN 0. (C) 445 W. Lincoln Way, Lisbon, Ohio 
44432
H O O TS, B O B . (C) Adair Ave., Columbia. Ky. 42728
•  H O P K IN S , B O B  & L IN D A . (C) R. 2, Box 719. Indianapolis, Ind.
46231
H O W AR D , M IC H A E L  A N T H O N Y . (C) c /o  NPH4 
H U B A R T T , LEO NA R D. (C) 1155 Henry St., Huntington, Ind. 46750 
H U N D L E Y , EDW ARD J. (R) 732 Drummond Ct.. Columbus. Ohio 
43214 (fu ll-tim e)
IN G L A N D , W IL M A  JE AN . (C) 322 Meadow Ave.. Charleroi, Pa. 15022 
♦ IR W IN ,  ED. (C) 7459 Davis M ill Cr., Harrison, Tenn. 37341 
ISE N BE R G , D O N A L D . (C) Chalk Artist & Evangelist, 240 E. Grand 
St., Bourbonnais. III. 60914 
•J A C K S O N  S IN G E R S , C H U C K . (C) Box 17177, Nashville, Tenn. 
37217
JA M E S, R. O D IS . (C) 353 Winter Dr., St. James. Mo. 65559 
♦ JA N T Z , C A LV IN  & M AR JO R IE . (C) c /o  NPH"
JA YM ES , R IC HA R D  W. (C) 321 E. High Ave.. Bellefontaine. Ohio 
43311
JETER, H. LE S L IE . (C) 1309 N. Elizabeth. Ferguson. Mo. 63135 
•JE W E T T . LARRY &  P A TR IC IA . (C) R 4. Box 265, West Monroe, La. 
71291
JO H N S O N , EDW AR D  J. (R) Rte. 1, Clearwater, Minn. 55320 ( fu ll­
time)
JO H N S O N , R O N . (R) 3208 Eighth St. E„ Lewiston, Ida. 83501 
(fu ll-tim e)
JO N E S, C LA U D E  W. (C) R. 4, Box 42, Bel Air, Md. 21014 
JO NE S, FR ED  D. (R) 804 Elissa Dr., Nashville. Tenn. 37217 ( fu ll­
time)
K A L D E N B E R G , R. T. (R) 56649 Golden Bee, Yucca Valley, Calif.
92284 (fu ll-tim e)
K E A LIH E R , D A V ID . (C) 316 Oufur, Nampa, Ida. 83651 
K E N B E R G , D O N . (C) 240 E. Grand Dr., Bourbonnais, III. 60914 
K E N N E D Y , G O R D O N  L. (C) P.O. Box 52, Gibsonburg, Ohio 43431 
K O H R , C H AR LES  A. (C) R.D. 2, Box 298, Brookville, Pa. 15825 
K O H SE R , H AR O LD  L. (C) R. 3, Box 106, Denton, Md. 21629 
LA M A R , C. M . (C) R. 1, Maquoketa, la. 52060 
LA N IE R , JO H N  H . (C) Poplar St., Junction City, Ohio 43748 
LAS SE LL, RAY. (C) R. 2, Box 55, Brownsburg, Ind. 46112 
♦ L A W , D IC K  8, L U C IL L E . (C) Box 481, Bethany, Okla. 73008 
• L A X S O N , W ALLY &  G IN G E R . (C) R. 3. Athens, Ala. 35611 
•L E C K R O N E , LARRY D. (C) 1308 Highgrove, Grandview, Mo. 64030 
♦ L E IC H T Y  S IN G E R S . (C) 753 S. Wildwood, Kankakee, III. 60901 
LE M AS TER , B E N . (C) 1576 S. Reed, Reedley, Calif. 93654 
LE O N A R D , JA M E S  C. &  FL O R IC E . (C) 150 Valley View Dr.. Johns 
town, Ohio 43031 
LESTER , FRED R. (C) Box 396, White Oak, Tex. 75693 
L ID D E L L , P. L. (C) 3530 W. Allen Rd., Howell, Mich. 48843 
LIG H T N E R , JOE. (C) 4335 Raven PI., Springfield, Mo. 65804 
♦ L IN D E R , LLO YD  P. (C) 1121 Maple Row, Elkhart. Ind. 46514 
L IN E M A N , H AZE L FR ALE Y. (C) 10 S. Third St.. Bradford, Pa. 16701 
♦ L O M A N , LAN E A N D  JA N ET. (R) Box 1, Salisbury, N.C. 28144 ( fu ll­
time)
LO N G , W IL M E R  A. (R) 926 Franklin St.. Johnstown, Pa. 15901 
(fu ll-tim e)
LO W N , A. J. (C) c /o  NPH*
•  L U S H , R ON *, M Y R T L E B E L . (C) c /o  NPH*
LYO N S , JA M E S  H . (C) 1011 W. Shaw Ct.. No. 1, Whitewater, Wis. 
53190
M a c A L L E N , LAW REN C E J. &  M AR Y. (C) Artist S  Evangelist, 41808 
W. Rambler Ave., Elyria, Ohio 44035 
M A C K , W IL L IA M  M . (C) R. 2, Union City, Mich. 49094 
M A N L E Y , S T E P H E N . (C) 1778 S. 350 E„ Marion. Ind. 40952 
M A N N IN G , C. M . (C) Box N, Maysville, Ky. 41056
•  M A R T IN , D IC K . (C) Box 60008, Sacramento, Calif. 95860 
M A R T IN , P AU L. (C) c /o  NPH*
M A R T IN , VERN W. (C) Route 1, Caldwell, Ida. 83605 
M A Y O , C L IF F O R D . (C) Box 103, Afton, Tex. 79220 
• M c A B E E ,  JA M E S . (R) 410 Freeman Ave., Seymour, Ind. 47274 
M cC L U R E , D AR L. (C) R. 3, Box 500, Kenwood Plaza. Bryan, Ohio 
43506
M C D O N A L D , C H A R L IE . (R) R. 1. Box 308, Dale, Tex. 78616 ( fu ll­
time)
M cD O N A L D , G. RAY. (R) 321 Curran, Brookhaven. Miss. 39601 
(fu ll-tim e)
M cG U F F E Y , J. W. (C) 4715 Ponderosa, Tyler, Tex. 75701 
M c K IN N E Y , ROY T. (C) 2319 Wakulla Way, Orlando, Fla. 32809
•  M c N U T T , P A U L. (C) 215 W. 68th Terr.. Kansas City. Mo. 64113 
M cV E Y , PETER. (R) 2250 3rd Ave.. Terre Haute. Ind. 47807
(fu ll-tim e)
M cW H IR T E R , G. S TUAR T. (C) c /o  NPH*
M E E K , W ESLEY, SR. (C) 5713 S. Shartel. Oklahoma City, Okla. 
73109
M E L V IN , D O LO R ES . (C) R. 1. Greenup, Ky. 41144
•  M E R E D IT H , D W IG H T  & N O R M A  JEAN. (C) c /o  NPH*
M ER R ELL, R IC H A R D  L. (R) Box 20286. Minneapolis. Minn. 55431
(fu ll-tim e)
♦ M E R R IT T , H ER B ER T 8  M RS. (C) 7401 Belmder. Prairie V i l la g e .  
Kans. 66208
•  M IC K E Y , B O B , ID A  M AE , % M A R C ELLA. (C) Box 1435. Lamar.
Colo. 81052
M IL L E R , M E L . (C) Bible Expositor, 226 W. Northrup St., Lansing, 
Mich. 48910
• M IL L E R ,  R UTH E. (C) 111 W. 45th St., Reading, Pa. 19606 
M IL L H U F F , C H U C K . (C) c /o  NPH*
M O N T G O M E R Y , C LYD E. (C) 2517 N. 12th St.. Terre Haute. Ind. 
47804
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M O R R IS , C L Y D E  H . (C ) 5281 Ridge Cross Dr., Charleston, W,Va. 
25312
•  M U L L E N , D e V E R N E . (C )  67 W ilstead. Newm arket, Ont., Canada 
♦ M Y E R S , H A R O L D  & M R S . (C )  575 Ferris, N .W ., Grand Rapids,
M ich, 49504
•  N E F F , LA R R Y  &  P A T R IC IA . (C )  625 N. W ater St., Owosso, M ich
48867
♦ N E L S O N ,  C H A R L E S  E D . & N O R M A D E N E . (C )  Box 241, Rogers, 
Ark 72756 
N E U S C H W A N G E R , A L B E R T . (C )  c/o N P H *
N IC H O L A S , C L A U D E . (R )  2404 Ham ilton Rd , Lebanon, Ohio 45236 
(fu ll- tim e)
O V E R T O N , W M  D . (C ) Evangelist & Chalk Artist, 798 Lake Ave , 
W oodbury Heights, N .J . 08097 
♦ O Y L E R , C A L V IN  B . (C )  1322 S Hydrau lic, W ich ita, Kans. 67211 
P A L M E R , J A M E S . (C )  639 S. Home Ave., M artinsville , Ind. 46151
•  P A R R , P A U L  G „  &  T H E  S O N G M A S T E R S . (C ) Rte 1, Box 167A,
W hitetow n, Ind. 46075 
♦ P A S S M O R E  E V A N G E L IS T IC  P A R T Y , T H E  A. A . (C )  c/o N P H *  
P E C K , W . A . (C ) R. 2. Box 65A, Malden, Mo. 63863 
P E M B L E , A . R, (See  Rocky M ountain Airs)
P E R D U E , N E L S O N . (R )  3732 E Rte 245, Cable, Ohio 43009 
(fu ll- tim e)
P F E IF E R , D O N . (C )  W averly , Ohio 45690 
P H IL L IP S ,  G E N E  E. (C )  R. 2, Griggsville, III. 62340
•  P IT T S , P A U L . (C )  2213 Knoll Dr., Dayton, Ohio 45431 
♦ P IE R C E ,  B O Y C E  & C A T H E R IN E . (C )  R. 4, Danville, III. 61832 
♦ P O R T E R , J O H N  A N D  P A T S Y . ( R )  c/o  N P H *
♦ P O W E L L ,  C U R T IC E  L. (C )  2010 London Dr.. M ansfield . Ohio 44905 
P O W E L L , E A R L . (R )  1613 H ickory St., Flatwood, Ky 41139 ( fu ll­
tim e)
♦ P O W E L L ,  F R A N K . (C )  P.O . Box 222. Oskaloosa, la. 52577
•  Q U A L L S , P A U L  M .  (C ) 5441 Lake Jessam ine Dr., Orlando, Fla
32809
♦ R A K E R ,  W . C . S, M A R Y . (C )  Box 106. Lew istown, III 61542 
R A Y C R O F T , R, N . (C )  c/o N P H *
R E E D , S T E W A R D . (C )  Cam bridge Apts., Bldg. 2, Apt, 5, Jop lin , Mo. 
64801
R E E D Y , J. C, (C )  449 Bresee  Ave., Bourbonnais , III. 60914
•  R IC H A R D S , L A R R Y  i P H Y L L IS  (C O U L T E R ) .  (R )  2479 Madison
Ave., Indianapolis, Ind. 46203 
R ID E N , K. R . (C )  c/o NPH
R O B E R T S O N , J A M E S  H . (C )  2014 Green Apple L n „ Arlington. Tex. 
76014
♦ R O B IS O N ,  R O B E R T  & W IF E . (C )  Heaters, W .Va. 26627
•  R O C K Y  M O U N T A IN  A IR S . (R )  Box 1842. Bozeman, Mont. 59715
(fu ll- tim e)
R O D G E R S , C L Y D E  B . (R )  505 Lester Ave., Nashville, Tenn. 37210 
(fu ll- tim e)
R O T H W E L L , M E L -T H O M A S . (R )  2108 Alexander Ln . Bethany. Okla 
73008
R U S H IN G , K E N  & E D N A . (R )  3621 N.W  97th St., M iam i, Fla 
33147 (fu ll- tim e)
R U T H E R F O R D , B O B . (C )  R. 1, Lynchburg, Tenn. 37352 
R U T H E R F O R D , S T E P H E N . ( R )  Box 204, La Vergne, Tenn 37086 
(fu ll- tim e)
S A N D E R S , R U F U S  J. (C )  311 N. Third Ave., Saginaw , M ich. 48607 
♦ S A Y  F A M IL Y ,  (C )  1515 P ine lake  Dr., Orlando, Fla. 32808 
S C A R L E T T , D O N . (C )  3643 Chrysler A v e , Ind ianapolis, Ind. 46224 
S C H L A N G , N E IL ,  (C ) 1404 Old Ringgold Rd., Chattanooga, Tenn 
37404
S C H O O N O V E R , M O D IE .  (C )  1508 G lenview, Adrian, M ich 49221 
S C H R IB E R , G E O R G E . (C ) 8642 Cherry Ln., Alta Loma, Calif. 91701 
♦ S E R R O T T , C L Y D E . (C ) Evangelist & C h ild ren 's W orker, 558 W.
M elrose d r . ,  Ft. Lauderdale, F>a. 33312 
S E X T O N , A R N O L D  (D O C )  & G A R N E T T . (C ) 1116 H ighland A ve .
Ashland, Ky. 41101 
♦ S E Y M O R E , P A U L  W . (C )  Box 94, P ittsburg, III. 62974 
♦ S H A R P ,  C H A R L E S  & F A M IL Y .  (C )  R. 2, Box 216 D. Vicksburg, 
M ich . 49097
S H A R P L E S , J .  J. &  M R S . (R )  41 Jam es Ave., Yorkton, Saskatchew an, 
Canada (fu ll- tim e)
S H A W , W IL L I A M ,  (R )  Box 16166, Lou isville, Ky. 40216 (fu ll- tim e) 
S H E A , A L B E R T  J. (C )  288 Shaborn Ln „ St. M arys, Ohio 45885 
S H O L A R , L IN D A  R O B IN S O N . (C )  Box 5642, Fayetteville , N.C. 28303 
♦ S H O M O ,  P H IL  & M IR IA M .  (C )  517 Persh ing Dr., Anderson, Ind 
46011
S H U M A K E , C . E. (C )  Box 4536, Nashville, Tenn 37216 
S IS K ,  IV A N . (C ) 4327 Moraga Ave., San Diego, Calif. 92117 
• S L A C K ,  D O U G L A S . (C )  424 Lincoln St., R ising Sun, Ind. 47040 
♦ S L A T E R , G L E N N  &  V E R A . (C ) 320 S, 22nd St.. Independence, 
Kans. 67301
S M IT H ,  C H A R L E S  H A S T IN G S . (C ) Box 937, Bethany, Okla. 73008 
♦ S M I T H ,  D U A N E . (C )  P.O. Box 228, Lennox Ave., Union City, Ind. 
47390
S M IT H ,  F L O Y D  P. (R )  256 Oakhurst Ln., Arcadia, Calif. 91006 
(fu ll-tim e)
♦ S M I T H ,  O T T IS  E „  J R „  &  M A R G U E R IT E . (C ) 60 Grant St., Tidioute. 
Pa. 16351
♦ S M IT H S ,  S IN G IN G . (C )  205 Drayton St., W innsboro, S C 29180 
S N E L L , D A L E  E. (R )  814 Parad ise Ln., Colorado Springs, Colo.
80904 (fu ll-tim e)
S N O W , D O N A L D  E. (C ) 53 Baylis, S.W ., Grand Rapids, M ich 49507 
♦ S P A R K S , A S A  &  M R S . (C )  91 Lester Ave., Nashville. Tenn, 3/210 
S P R O W L S , E A R L  L. (C ) c/o  N P H 4 
S T A F F O R D , D A N IE L .  (C )  Box 11, Bethany, Okla 73008 
S T A R N E S , S A M  L. (C ) 448 S. Pra irie , Brad ley, III. 60915 
S T E P H E N S , K E N . (C )  731 Lakeside Dr., Duncanville, Tex 75116 
S T E W A R T , P A U L  J, (C ) Box 90, Jasper, Ala. 35501 
♦ S T O C K E R , W , G . (C )  1421 14th Ave , N W ,  Rochester. Minn. 
55901
• S T O N E  G O S P E L  S IN G IN G  F A M IL Y .  (R )  5150 Airport Rd.. Colorado 
Springs, Colo. 80916 
S T R E E T , D A V ID , (C ) P.O. Drawer " B , "  Versailles, Ky. 40383 
S T R IC K L A N D , R IC H A R D  L. (C ) 4723 Cullen A ve , Springfield , Ohio 
45503
S W A N S O N , R O B E R T  L. (C )  Box 274, Bethany, Okla. 73008
•  S W E E N E Y , R O G E R  &  E U L E T A . (C )  Sharon Grove, Ky 42280 
T A Y L O R , C L IF F . (R )  Fam ily  Evangelist, 2469 Sacram ento  D r.
Redding, Calif. 96001 
T A Y L O R , J O H N  D . (C )  205 N. Lim it. Colorado Springs, Colo. 80905 
T A Y L O R , R O B E R T  W . (C ) 4501 Croftshire Dr.. Dayton, Ohio 45440 
T H O M A S , J. M E L T O N . (C ) c/o N P H *
T H O M P S O N , G E N E V IE V E . (C ) Prophecy, Craig, Mo 64437
•  T H O M P S O N , L. D E A N . (C )  314 S. Sum m it. G irard, Kans. 66743 
T O E P F E R , P A U L , (C )  Box 146, Petersburg, Tex 79250
T R IP P , H O W A R D . (R )  4618 Garvot C t„  Apt. 62. Indianapolis, Ind. 
46227
♦ T U C K E R , B IL L  & J E A N E T T E . (C )  P.O. Box 3204, La Vale, Md. 
21502
T U C K E R , R A L P H . (C )  1905 N Council Rd , Oklahoma City, Okla 
73127
V A N D E R B U S H , H E N R Y  A N D  R H O N D A . (C ) Bushnell. S.D. 57011 
V A N D E R P O O L , W IL F O R D . (C )  11424 N. 37th St., Phoenix. Ariz. 
85028
V A R IA N , W . E, (C )  5423 H icks Corner, Kalamazoo, M ich. 49002 
W A D E , E. B R U C E . (C )  3029 Sharpview  L n , Dallas, Tex. 75228 
♦ W A L K E R , L A W R E N C E  C . A N D  L A V O N A . (C )  c/o N P H *
♦ W A R D , L L O Y D  & G E R T R U D E . (C ) Preacher & Chalk Artist. 6944 
W hiskey Creek Dr., Ft. M yers, Fla. 33901 
♦ W A R N E , RAY E. & V IO L E T . (C )  Box 333, D illonvale, Ohio 43917 
• W E L C H ,  J O N A T H A N  & IL O N A . (C )  106 Tyler. Danville. Ill 61832
•  W E L C H , R IC H A R D  &  C L A U D IA . (C ) c/o N P H *
W E L C H , W . B . (C ) 5328 Edith St . Charleston, S C 29405 
W E S T , C . E D W IN . (C ) c/o N P H *
♦ W E S T S , T H E  S IN G IN G . (C ) 910 Carlisle St., Colorado Springs, 
Colo. 80907
W H IT E D , C U R T IS . (C ) 307 N . Blake. Olathe, Kans 66061 
W IL K IN S O N  T R IO  (R )  2840 18th S t .  Columbus, Ind 47201 
W IL L IA M S ,  G . W . (C )  2200 Elva Dr., Kokomo, Ind 46901 
♦ W IL L IA M S ,  L A W R E N C E . (C ) 6715 N W  30th T e rr . Bethany, 
Okla. 73008
W IN E G A R D E N , R O B E R T . (C )  P O  Box 122. M l  Erie, III 62446 
W IS E , D A V E . (R )  9826 Spring fie ld  Pike, Cincinnati, Ohio 45215 
(fu ll-tim e)
W IS E , F . F R A N K L Y N . (R )  451 Blanchette  Ave.. Bourbonnais, III 
60914
♦ W IS E H A R T , L E N N Y  & JO Y . (C ) c/o N P H *
W O L P E , J O S E P H  P . (C ) 3976 4th St., Riverside, Calif. 92501 
W R IG H T , E, G . (C )  c/o N P H *
W Y L IE , C H A R L E S . (C ) 1217 fu lle r , W infield, Kans. 67156 
W Y R IC K , D E N N IS .  (C )  603 Reed Dr., Frankfort, Ky 40601 
• Y A T E S ,  B E N  J. ( R )  5709 W illow  Terr. Dr., Bethel Park, Pa, 
15102 (fu ll-tim e)
Y O U N G , J O H N  L. (C )  R. 1, Box 1217, Buckley, Wash 98321
Your choice of
3 Offering Envelope Sets 
---------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- - -
Features worth considering. . .
•  All perpetually dated
•  Sets never out of date
•  Start any time of the year
•  Attractive flip-top box suitable for mailing
Checl|j5ize
R egulaflble
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Commitment to the Church
“ Christ also loved the church, and 
gave himself for it”  (Eph. 5:25).
The church is the greatest institu­
tion in the world. Christ loved it so 
much that He gave himself for it. I 
love Christ, and I am committed to 
Him. Therefore I want to be involved 
in the work and progress of this great 
institution which is so important to 
God.
It would be difficult to enumerate 
the benefits that are mine because of 
the church. When I was a small child, 
I learned the Bible stories that told of 
God’s love and His laws. There were 
Sunday school teachers and others 
who prayed for me and were inter­
ested in me.
The church was important to my 
parents. Because of their teaching 
and the influence of the church, I 
gave my heart and life to God at a 
very early age. He forgave me of my 
sins; even though there were not 
many at that time, I really felt the 
need for forgiveness. Later on I 
realized the need for heart cleansing. 
I am very thankful that the church 
preached and taught that God could 
cleanse the heart and take away the 
desire to sin. He would then fill it 
with His Holy Spirit so we could 
enjoy a close walk with Him. The 
church has helped me to believe that
“ Greater is he that is in you than he 
that is in the world.”
When I was a teen-ager, there was 
a special person in the church who 
took an interest in my friends and in 
me. We knew the church cared about 
us. It was in the church that I formed 
lasting friendships.
The church supported a college 
where I could go to further my educa­
tion. I found wonderful friends there. 
I had teachers who loved God and 
believed His Word. It was at this 
church-supported college that I met 
the man who became my husband. 
We were married before the altar of 
the church.
Our own children were dedicated 
to God in the church. They were 
loved by the church and received 
many benefits there. The church was 
a real help to us in trying to guide 
them in the right way.
The church has provided a place 
where my husband could answer the 
call of God to preach the gospel. I 
cannot imagine how impoverished 
my life would be if I had not had the 
influence and the love of the church. 
Since it has done so much for me, I 
could not fail to love it and become 
involved in its ministry.
I am committed to the church be­
cause God loves it and plans for it to
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endure. “ The gates of hell shall not 
prevail against it.”  We cannot lose 
when we are involved in something 
so great and lasting.
I am also committed to the church 
because of all it has done for me and 
I want to help others to come under 
its influence and get acquainted in 
a vital way with the Christ of the 
church.
Then I am committed to the 
church because it is the institution 
in which my husband is investing his 
life in order to carry out God’s plan 
for him and for those he can win to 
Christ. It has been, and is, a privilege 
to be involved with him in such 
meaningful work.
Of course, I realize that he is the 
one who is called to the ministry. I do 
not hold any elective office in the 
church. The church does not call me 
to be its pastor or evangelist. If it 
calls my husband, however, I have a 
responsibility to help him fulfill his 
task, and in that way I will be in­
volved in the work of the church. I 
will probably not be on the platform, 
and I will not be in the forefront of 
things, but I will encourage him in all 
of his responsibilities. I will be ready 
to listen to him when he wants to talk 
about his work, but I will not try to 
get him to talk when he does not feel 
like it is best. I will try to never do or 
say a thing that could hinder him in 
carrying out the task God has for 
him.
The people of the church need en­
couragement and I will try to help 
them. Even though I do not have an 
elective office, I will not refuse to 
take active part in some of the tasks. 
In other words, I will not expect more 
from the other women in the church 
than I am willing to do. Christ taught 
us that it is better to serve than to 
be served. The church gives me a 
place to serve. It is a place where I 
can carry out my vows to God that I 
made when I told Him I would live
for Him.
As a committed Christian woman 
and a caring wife of a minister, I want 
to be loyal to the church and to its 
task—not only winning souls, but 
nurturing and encouraging them in 
their walk with God. Yes, I love the 
church and thank God for the privi­
lege of being a part of it.
Following is a prayer written by 
Mrs. R. T. Williams, Sr.
“ We thank Thee, O God, for Thine 
infinite love, for Thy faithfulness, for 
all the blessings which we fail at 
times to see. We know that Thy Word 
shall never pass away, that we can 
depend upon Thee. Open the win­
dows of our souls, that we may re­
ceive grace and strength to meet the 
stern and even unjust issues of life. 
Help us to forget danger and fear, 
knowing that God is ever watchful, 
that He knows, He cares, He under­
stands. Help us, O God, to trust 
Thee, committing our ways unto 
Thee in complete consecration.
“ Let Thy love, O God, save us from 
being critical of others. May we be 
able by Thy grace to make room for 
differences. Help us to remember 
that Thou didst make this diversity 
among people. May we follow the 
example of Jesus, when He chose His 
disciples. What a wide difference in 
talent, occupation, ideas, strengths, 
and weaknesses were among them! 
How wonderful, O Lord, are Thy 
ways and Thy thoughts!
“ Lift us, O God, from the low 
ground of self to the high ground of 
full surrender to Thee. Grant to us 
courage and fortitude to fight the 
good fight of faith. Keep our spirits 
warm and tender and loving, free 
from pride or anything that is unlike 
Thee. Give us compassion for the 
erring; help us to win them.
“ We ask in Jesus’ name. Amen.”
As I make this prayer my own, I am 
committing myself more fully to the 
church and its mission.
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Warm Yourself at the Fire of God
By George Privett*
The quaint old house in which we live is equipped with a remarkable 
fireplace— the kind that has ventilators which bring the warm air out 
the sides as well as the front. We had enjoyed a fire on Sunday evening. 
I banked the fire that night.
Since our use of the fireplace is only occasional, it was unusual for 
me to be adding wood on Monday morning. The boys were at school and 
my wife would work 11 to 7 at the hospital. As I brought in some 
wood, I thought: Isn’t it a bit selfish to have a fire going just for myself? 
Is it right to warm oneself?
I decided it was. In keeping the house warm we’d save precious fuel
oil. When our three boys came at midafternoon, they’d enjoy the fire. 
Besides, it was Monday— a day when ministers usually need to relax 
and unwind.
Should a pastor warm himself in other ways? Is it self-absorption or 
creative retreat in order to be replenished for future challenges?
I consider it a man’ s right, and even duty, to blow upon the coals of 
his heart from time to time— to return to those sources of personal re­
newal, to read, to pray, and to communicate with good teachers in order 
to be revitalized. In the case of our Lord, we observe a rhythmic thrust 
and retreat in His life. From the crowds to the mountains apart; from the 
mount of inspiration to the valley of perspiration. The disciples were 
perceptive as they noticed this habit to be the secret of His remark­
able power with God. They went to the heart of a full and fruitful life 
when they asked: “ Lord, teach us to pray.”
David encouraged himself in the Lord. In the face of famine, Elijah 
asked a mother to prepare a cake for him before she took care of her own 
needs with a near-exhausted oil supply. Our Master reminded us that 
love for others is directly related to how much we love in the best sense 
of that term ourselves.
The late John E. Breed, my saintly father-in-law, used to quote that 
adage: “ He who chops wood warms himself twice. He warms himself in 
the exercise and also by the fire.”
I like to think that in keeping the mind and heart warm in the great, 
gracious love of God that we also bring heat and light to the lives of those 
to whom we minister. W e certainly cannot help others when the mind is 
stale and the heart is cold. To stoke the fires of God within the soul will 
motivate and be a positive force in preventing any mental or moral lapse 
later. Unless we take time to allow God to pour fuel in the fire of our 
hearts, the flame will flicker and go out. The unwise virgins tragically 
discovered the awful cost of an untrimmed lamp. The wise keep more 
than enough for emergencies.
Is the cold getting to you with its attendant numbness, bitterness, 
and despair? Set aside some time and warm yourself at the fire of God.
*Pastor, Plaza Church of the Nazarene, Charlotte, N .C.
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BY ASA H. SPA R K S
Pastor, Church of the Nazarene 
Vandalia, Ohio
Church Leadership
1. A system used in many o f our 
churches for electing board members 
gives a list o f all eligible applicants— the 
first group being trustees; the second, 
stewards; the third, education com m it­
tee. This elects strong mem bers and vote- 
getters as trustees. Your education com ­
mittee is made up o f the weaker members 
on the board. If you want a better ba l­
anced board, set up a balance so that the 
people with the highest votes would be 
stewards and the people with the third 
highest would be the education com ­
mittee. Rotate in this fashion until all 
places on the board are filled.
2. The congregation is always curious 
about the pastor and fam ily that is com ­
ing. Be sure and send a good biographical 
summary and picture to the church to be 
placed on the bulletin board. If possible, 
print it and have it m ailed to the m em ­
bers o f the congregation.
3. The Am erican Bible Society has 
scripture portions available with a large 
space on the back where you can print 
advertising concerning your local church. 
These can be used as handouts, door-to- 
door inserts, or perhaps your local paper 
boy would enclose them in an edition of 
the paper he passes out.
4. Fellowship with a purpose is a plan 
whereby you have a m onthly fellowship 
among the adults o f your church. General 
interest programs can be planned if you 
wish. The idea is to develop a fellowship 
between the families of your church 
which is more than just a speaking ac­
quaintanceship, and a means o f drawing 
new families into your church circle.
5. Do you have a special need in your 
church? Set up a prayer chain. List the 
people o f the congregation at random, 
telling the first person when he has 
prayed for that need to call the next per­
son on the list, and for everybody to keep 
the chain going.
6. Gone are the days o f the austere 
white table cover for church socials. Your 
local paper dealer now has available pa­
per table covers with gingham, lace, and 
flower designs that add extra color to your 
fellowship hall.
7. M ake the annual meeting interest­
ing by taking pictures throughout the 
year, using an opaque projector to flash 
them on the screen to show the different 
events o f church activities as they are 
being reported.
8. Hard up for ideas on selling the 
Herald o f  H oliness? Try a “ Hark the 
Herald Angels.”  Select different group 
leaders in your church. Call them Herald 
Angels and see which herald angel is to 
rejoice with good news first.
9. If you are looking for ideas for your 
youth group, try Youth Specialties, 861 
6th Ave., San Diego, Calif. 92101. They 
publish ideas.
10. T o  minister to families, have a 
night for fam ily Com m union. A good 
tim e is the Sunday night before Christ­
mas. Families com e at their leisure and 
one fam ily at a tim e kneels at the altar 
and receives Com m union from the pas­
tor. Your wife might w elcom e the fam ily 
at the door, scheduling them for whoever 
goes next.
11. Prepare for next year’s Christmas 
program by having the amateur photog­
rapher in your church com e to the homes 
this Christmas and take pictures showing 
how each fam ily keeps Christ in Christ­
mas in their home. Then next year, with 
proper narration and musical back ­
ground, you have a Christmas program 
that will be o f great interest to your 
congregation.
12. M ake children’s church really spe­
cial by publishing a Sunday bulletin with 
the order o f  service, listing the names o f 
the children that will be participating, 
hymn o f  the month, a list o f com ing 
events, and a memory scripture verse.
13. Salvation by A ppointm ent, George 
N. Delamartar, 640 S. M ission St., 
W enatchee, W ash. 98801, is a visual 
presentation o f the gospel which you can
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use in witnessing to those prospect fam ­
ilies that you have. It is Wesleyan in 
orientation, and a very fine presentation. 
The cost recently was $3.50 each, plus 
postage.
14. If you like ideas from various 
sources, try P robe  magazine, available 
from the D ept, o f Com m unications, 
Christian Assoc, o f  S.W . Pa., 1800 Arrott 
Bldg., 401 W ood, Pittsburgh, Pa. 15222.
15. For the faith o f your people, have 
an architect draw a sketch o f  what the 
new church building might look like, and 
have it placed in the foyer o f  the church. 
It will help release their faith .— Les 
Parrott.
16. Every visitor should be followed 
up. Even the smallest church can prepare 
a m im eographed letter which welcom es 
those who visit your church on Sunday. If 
you have the Sunday school secretary ad­
dress th e  en v e lo p e s  d u rin g  S u n day
school, you can pen a quick note (per­
sonal note) to the bottom  o f the letters 
and have them to the visitor no later 
than Tuesday’s mail.
17. After the nominating com m ittee 
has selected names for the church board, 
write to all o f the nominees, mentioning 
the requirements o f a good church m em ­
ber— tithing, sanctification, faithfulness 
to the church, plus any others you wish 
to mention. Tell them that anybody who 
wishes to withdraw his name may do so 
with no questions asked.
18. M any churches use a calendar of 
the month, in which they give inform a­
tion on activities o f that particular 
month. This is also a good medium of 
recognizing the birthdays o f the month. 
Sim ply write them in on the proper date. 
As people look for the names o f their 
friends, they will also note the items you 
want them to see.
Spiritual Success
All men who seek to realize success in spiritual living realize their 
power from three sources: great ideals, great people whose lives offer 
challenge, and from Christ himself, whose power is imparted within 
our hearts. The influences of great ideals and great people are sig­
nificant, but these influences alone are overcome in the human arena 
of life. For unless the heart is pure, the appreciation of such values 
lacks the inner condition which makes for real spiritual depth and 
strength. But we need not despair, for Christ is our Hope. He is not 
only the Light set on the hill; He is also the Life put within the 
heart. Oswald Chambers rightly said, “ The way into the life of Jesus 
is not by imitation of Him, but by identification with His cross. That is 
the meaning of being born from above; we enter into His life by its 
entering into us.”  This is God’s way of spiritual success for you.
— Forrest W . Nash
J
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Divine Guidance
As I continue to study the writings of 
J. Oswald Sanders, they speak to me. 
Here is what he wrote about guidance:
1. Divine guidance is im perative— “ It 
is not in man that walketh to direct his 
steps”  (Jer. 10:23).
2. Divine guidance is individual— “ I 
will instruct thee and teach thee in the 
way which thou shalt go: I will guide thee 
with mine eye”  (Ps. 32:8). “ In all thy 
ways acknowledge him, and he shall 
direct thy paths”  (Prov. 3:6). (Spiritual 
Problems, M oody Press, 1944).
3. Let me add a third, on my own— 
Divine guidance is illuminating— “ If any 
man willeth to do his will, he shall know”  
(John 7:17, ASV).
Shall We Continue in Sin?
The holiness preacher will wrestle 
occasionally with Rom ans 6 and the 
problem of sin. Here are some thoughts, 
again from Sanders, on the main ques­
tion o f the chapter, “ Shall we continue in 
sin, that grace may abound?”
1. You cannot because you are united 
to Christ (vv. 1-2). Here Paul is reason­
ing.
2. You need not, because sin ’s dom ina­
tion has been broken by grace (vv. 12-14). 
Here Paul is appealing.
3. You must not, because it would 
bring sin in again as master (vv. 15-19). 
Here Paul is commanding.
4. You had better not, for it would end 
in disaster (vv. 20-23). Here Paul is 
warning.
God’s Rest
M ay I share yet another thought from 
the pen o f J. Oswald Sanders? From H eb. 
4:9, 11, he has these thoughts:
1. The prom ise  o f rest— “ Let us there­
fore fear, lest, a promise being left us of 
entering into his rest, any o f you should 
seem to com e short o f it. . . . W e which 
have believed do enter into rest”  (H eb. 
4:1, 3).
2. The peril o f  failing to rest— “ Let us 
therefore fear, lest, a promise being left 
us o f entering into his rest, any of you 
should seem to com e short o f it”  (Heb. 
4:1).
3. The pursuit o f rest— “ Let us labour 
therefore to enter into that rest, lest any 
man fall after the same exam ple o f un­
belief”  (H eb. 4:11).
4. The pathway  to rest— “ We which 
have believed do enter into rest . . . See­
ing therefore it remaineth that som e 
must enter therein . . .  T o  day if ye will 
hear his voice, harden not your hearts”  
(H eb. 4:3, 6-7).
The Pastor’s Opportunity
Dr. Karl Menninger, in his book W hat­
ever B ecam e o f Sin? writes these encour­
aging words for the minister:
“ The minister standing before his flock 
week after week, speaking to them for
By C. Neil Strait
Pastor, Taylor avenue 
Church of the Nazarene 
Racine, Wis.
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half an hour, under aesthetic and hal­
lowed auspices, has an unparalleled o p ­
portunity to lighten burdens, interrupt 
and redirect circular thinking, relieve the 
pressure o f  guilt feelings and their self­
punishment, and inspire individual and 
social im provem ent. No psychiatrists or 
psychotherapists, even those with many 
patients, have the quantitative oppor­
tunity to cure souls and mend bodies 
which the preacher enjoys”  (Q uoted in 
Pulpit Digest, July/August, 1975, p. 22).
A Sense of Occasion
Som etim e ago Dr. W illiam  F. Dundle, 
Jr., sent me a copy o f his book, Values in 
the Church Year (Abingdon Press), and 
in it he quoted from his preacher-father 
these words: “ Son, what many ministers 
seem most to lack is a sense o f occasion .”
A few pages later, Dr. Dunkle quoted
from Harry Emerson Fosdick, who said 
our preaching must “ snuggle down close­
ly against life around us.”
T o  have a sense of occasion— of feeling, 
o f what’s happening— is so im portant for 
the man in the pulpit.
Discipline of Prayer
At so many junctures in my reading, 
something that the late E. Stanley Jones 
wrote has been helpful. Here is what he 
said about disciplines established during 
his study days at Asbury College: “ There, 
long ago, the habit o f devotion— approxi­
mately two hours a day o f Bible study 
and prayer— was fixed. T o  this, maturity 
and refinem ent— the habit o f listening to 
the Inner V oice as well as speaking during 
prayer— have been added. If I have had a 
secret weapon, this has been it”  ( The 
D ivine Yes, Abingdon, p. 23).
SEEDS
for Sermons
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THE SIGNATURE COM M ANDM ENT
“ This is m y com m andm ent, that ye 
love one another, as I have loved you”  
(John 15:12).
When a m anufacturing com pany is 
proud o f its product, it will place the 
com pany name on the com m odity  as the 
brand. This is referred to as signature 
merchandise. This means that it has
by
Mendell Taylor
Professor of H istory of 
C hristianity, Nazarene 
Theo log ica l Sem inary, 
Kansas City
premium quality and is the best the 
com pany can produce.
In the spiritual realm, Jesus said that 
only one com m andm ent was His own 
com m andm ent, or His signature com ­
mandment; that was the one given above. 
He quoted many com m andm ents and 
referred to others, but this one He singled 
out as the supreme com m andm ent.
The word for love that is used in this 
connection is agape. This is the type of 
love that does not dem and a return for 
its bestowment, that keeps on loving 
even though the one receiving this love is 
unlovely, unloving, or unlovable.
One o f  the best ways to express this 
type o f love is contained in an acrostic 
which was introduced at the W orld C on­
gress on Evangelism in Lausanne, Swit­
zerland, in 1974. The formula is as 
follows:
I. A — avoid criticism . This kind of love 
always looks for the best and magnifies 
that. It is loyal to the good that can be 
found, and overlooks the weaknesses that 
might be present. It accentuates the 
positive and eliminates the negative. It 
rejoices “ not in iniquity, but rejoices in 
the truth,”  the good, the bright, the 
wholesome.
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II. G— go to som eone in need as often as 
possible. W e need to be mindful o f those 
less fortunate than ourselves. W e should 
lift a burden, help carry a load, be con ­
siderate o f those in need. W e really do 
need each other in this area o f sharing.
III. A — another acquaintance as often as 
possible. This type of love is always 
reaching out to another who is not in the 
circle o f our regular friends. It is not clan­
nish, or snobbish, but is seeking ways of 
contacting new people. This kind o f love 
has a guest list that includes those who 
may be overlooked by others.
IV. P — pray for som eone in the fam ily of 
God as often as possible. Keep rem em ­
bering that we are to pray one for another 
that there may be healing and power and 
inspiration generated at the maximum 
level. The supportive value o f prayer is 
operational when we center our attention 
on someone else and not on ourselves.
V. E— encourage another as often as pos­
sible. If you say som ething about a per­
son, let it be som ething positive and u p ­
lifting. There are enough people who are 
brutally frank already— we need more 
who counterbalance this negativism by 
words o f kindness, appreciation, and 
thoughtfulness.
C o n c l u s io n : A gape proves that love has 
feet to set in m otion those forces which 
cause us to be involved, concerned, and 
sharing. This course o f action identifies 
us with the type of love that Jesus had for 
us. This is life at its highest level.
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“EAT, DRINK, AND BE MERRY”
(Communion Message)
“ For as often as ye eat this bread, and 
drink this cup, ye do shew the L ord ’s 
death till he com e”  (1 Cor. 11:26).
Eat, drink, and be merry is usually 
the terminology o f the world to show a 
happy-go-lucky life-style. It implies that 
the physical appetites for food and drink 
are to be gorged, then there will be an 
uncontrollable merriment which follows.
However, these terms can be trans­
ferred to the spiritual K ingdom . They are 
too expressive to be m onopolized by those
engaged in sinful indulgences. They can 
be elevated to a high level, because they 
can be applied to the Lord ’s Supper cele­
bration in a vital way.
I. E A T — As Jesus took the bread and 
blessed it, H e then broke it and said: 
“ Take, eat; this is my body, which is 
broken for you ”  (v. 24). This indicates 
that Jesus is the Bread o f Life. As the 
Bread o f Life He was born in Bethlehem , 
which literally means the “ house of 
bread.”  He was born in the fodder box o f 
an ox to reinforce the fact that He is the 
spiritual Bread for us to eat. He assures 
us that we can taste o f Him  and see that 
He is good.
He wants us to know that He can be as 
real to us in the spiritual sphere as bread 
is real to us in the physical sense; that we 
can experience Him  in the same measure 
that we can experience taste in the ph y­
sical; that He can becom e a part o f  us in 
the same measure that bread is absorbed 
in the body and becom es a part o f  it.
II. D R IN K — As Jesus took the cup, He 
passed it to His disciples and said: “ This 
cup is the new testament in m y blood . . . 
as oft as ye drink it, in rem em brance of 
m e”  (v. 25). T he cup contained the ju ice 
from the fruit o f  the vine. This reminds 
us that the grape does not yield its pre­
cious ju ice until it is placed in the w ine­
press and crushed. In the same measure, 
at the place o f the winepress (Geth- 
sem ane) the weight o f the w orld’s sorrow 
and suffering pressed so heavily on Jesus 
that He sweat drops o f blood. Also on the 
Cross, the w orld’s guilt and shame was 
pressed upon His heart until it was 
crushed and broken. Thus, the cup con ­
tains the sym bol o f His crushed-out blood 
so that we can now drink o f Him.
III. BE M E R R Y — After Jesus had ad ­
ministered the bread and the cup, He 
accented the aspect o f celebration and 
merriment by saying: “ As often as ye eat 
this bread, and drink this cup, ye do shew 
the L ord ’s death till he com e.”  This brief 
statement contains the three basic factors 
which are the sources o f rejoicing and 
celebration in the Christian way o f life. 
This reference highlights Him  as cruci­
fied Saviour (“ shew forth his death” ), 
risen Lord and com ing King ( “ till he 
com e” ). He would have to be resurrected
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and alive in order to com e again.
When we remember all that His death 
on the Cross means to us, we can be mer­
ry because we are free from the guilt and 
pollution o f sin. When we remember that 
He is alive and present with us just as 
much as the bread and cup are real to us, 
we can be merry because we know He will 
never leave us nor forsake us. W hen we 
remember that He is com ing again to 
receive us unto himself, so that we can 
see Him as H e is, and becom e like Him 
when we see Him , we can be merry about 
the bright future that awaits us.
C o n c l u s i o n : The Christian has more 
right to eat, drink, and be merry than the 
people o f the world. For these pleasures 
o f the Spirit do not have a hangover 
connected with them. Instead, they are 
clean, building, and wholesome.
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THE BEAUTY OF SANCTIFICATION
“ And the very God o f peace sanctify you 
wholly . . . Faithful is he that calleth you, 
who also will do it”  (1 Thess. 5:23-24).
The word beautiful has becom e an 
integral part o f  the contem porary vocab­
ulary. W hen one wants to express genuine 
adm iration for som eone, he will usually 
say, “ He is a beautiful person.”  When 
one is extremely pleased with the way a 
day has unfolded, he will say, “ This was 
a beautiful day .”  When one is inspired 
by a thought that has been com m uni­
cated to him, he will usually say, “ That 
is a beautiful idea.”
It is appropriate to associate the word 
beautiful with one o f the most meaning­
ful words in biblical literature, namely, 
sanctification. This word im plies the best 
that the Lord has for us, and our being at 
our best for the Lord. It im plies the 
highest level o f moral excellence, sanc­
tity, and com m itm ent. It im plies spiri­
tual purity, integrity, and total Christ- 
likeness. Thus, we can say it is beautiful 
in three ways:
I. Sanctification is beautiful because of 
its source— “ the very G od o f peace sanc­
tify y ou .”  The G od who is the Source of 
all beauty in the realm o f nature is the 
Source o f this experience. The G od who is
the Source o f all harmony and all sym ­
metry is the Source o f this experience. 
The G od who is the Source o f all color 
and all balance is the Source o f this 
experience. The God who is all-wise, all- 
powerful, all-loving is the Source o f this 
experience. This type o f God never de­
signs anything that is cheap, ordinary, or 
com m onplace. He moves only in the 
realm o f what is fascinating, thrilling, 
and creative. W ith Him as the Source of 
this experience, the experience must be 
in keeping with that which is marvellous, 
majestic, and glorious.
II. Sanctification is beautiful because of 
its scope— “ sanctify you wholly.”  This 
means that sanctification makes one a 
whole person instead o f being a shattered 
person; it makes one an authentic in­
stead o f a fractionized person; it makes 
one a total person instead o f a divided 
person.
T o be sanctified wholly means that all 
o f our resources are m obilized under the 
united com m and o f the Holy Spirit. It 
means that all o f life is organized around 
a dependable Center, who is the Holy 
Spirit. It means that we put up a “ Y ield”  
sign at the intersection where our will 
comes into contact with G od ’s will, and 
the right-of-way is yielded to Him . It 
means that the thoughts o f our mind, the 
volitions o f our will, and the affections of 
our heart are fused into the H oly Spirit’s 
design for our lives. It means that we 
are no longer v ictim ized by divided loyal­
ties or mixed motives or conflicting pur­
poses. Instead, the whole o f our being and 
existence and reason for living is under 
the absolute sway o f the Holy Spirit.
III. Sanctification is beautiful because of 
its security— “ faithful is he that calleth 
you, who also will do it .”  This verse 
should be interlocked with Paul’s dec­
laration in 1 Thess. 4:7: “ For G od hath 
not called us unto uncleanness, but unto 
holiness.”  Just as sure as G od is faithful 
to His promises, He will be faithful in 
performing this work of grace in our 
hearts. His faithfulness is the basis o f our 
assurance, our guarantee, our surety that 
this experience will be wrought in our 
hearts to produce wholeness.
C o n c l u s io n : We have a lot going for us 
when we seek sanctification. The power
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of G od plus the promise o f G od are in our 
favor as we move to the point o f being 
made whole in our desire and disposition.
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MAN IS DANGEROUSLY  
AND WONDERFULLY MADE
“ I will praise thee; for I am fearfully and 
wonderfully made; marvellous are thy 
works; and that my soul knoweth right 
well”  (Ps. 139:14).
M an is not only fearfully and wonder­
fully made, as this verse declares; he is 
also dangerously and wonderfully made. 
The very things that make him wonder­
ful are at the same tim e a high risk for 
him to have. For these capabilities turned 
in the wrong direction are dangerous for 
him to possess. Thus man can be som e­
thing wonderful if he makes a right use of 
his assets, or something dangerous if he 
abuses these assets.
M any raise the question: “ Is this the 
best possible w orld?”  They follow this 
question with a reference to the fact that 
there is so much sorrow and pain in the 
world that it would be a better world if 
these were elim inated. However, every­
body is in favor o f our having the experi­
ences of joy  and rapture. In order to have 
these high emotional feelings, there must 
be the reality o f sensitivity. This capacity 
for sensitivity autom atically involves the 
possibility o f pain and sorrow.
At the same time, we delight in the 
fact that happiness and good can be 
passed from life to life. But to have this 
ability involves the chance for pain and 
suffering to pass from person to person.
Am ong the things that make man won­
derful but are dangerous for him to pos­
sess are:
I. The pow er o f  choice. The Lord could 
have made a race o f mechanical people 
who could not have done anything but 
what is good. However, there is no ethical 
value in action that does not involve a 
choice. He prefers to have people choos­
ing to do good because they love the good, 
rather than have everybody doing good 
because they are designed in a way that 
they cannot do otherwise. M an could not 
be half as wonderful if he did not have the 
power o f choice, but this also means that
he can rebel against his Creator, defy the 
laws o f God, and be his own boss. Such 
power is dangerous for him to possess.
II. The pow er to think. It is wonderful 
that man can analyze, organize, evalu­
ate, interpret, and reflect. This gives him 
the capacity to explore the structure of 
our world, the com position o f elements 
that make up the building blocks of 
science, and probe the secrets o f nature. 
But it is dangerous for him to possess 
these thinking facilities for that gives 
him the chance to plan crimes, devise evil 
ways o f entertainment, and plot ways of 
taking unfair advantage o f innocent 
people.
III. The ability to establish habit p a t­
terns. It is wonderful that a musician 
can form habits that will be his servants 
so he can perform a masterpiece on his 
instrument. Proper habits can be estab­
lished in every area o f life to im prove 
efficiency and effectiveness. As long as 
habits serve us, they are highly helpful. 
However, we can form habits that be­
com e our master. When this happens, 
they are dangerous, destructive, and 
damaging. They establish a tyranny that 
is so dem anding that we are forced to say 
to them : “ N ot my will, but thine be 
done.”  This is the worst form o f enslave­
ment, im prisonment, and bankruptcy.
C o n c l u s i o n : T he same can be said about 
what the eyes see, what the tongue 
speaks, the friendships form ed, the m em ­
ories stored in the m ind. All o f these 
represent wonderful aspects o f life, but 
they can be explosive and dangerous. 
W hich side o f life will we live on— the 
wonderful or the dangerous? Only Christ 
can put us on the wonderful side.
What Gospel Preaching 
Should Do
Gospel preaching should—
1. Enlighten the mind.
2. Disturb the conscience.
3. Energize the will.
4. Stir the heart.
— Commissioner Samuel Hepburn
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©leaninos
from the G re e k ^
1 Corinthians 11:16— 12:11
“ Contentious”  (11:16) 
Philoneikos (only here in N T ) is an 
adjective com pounded o f philos, “ lov ­
ing,”  and neikos, “ strife.”  So it means 
“ fond o f strife”  or “ contentious.”  Un­
fortunately, most churches have some 
who are fond o f strife, who, as we say, 
would rather argue than eat.
“ Testament”  or “ Covenant” ? (11:25) 
The Greek word is diatheke. In the N T  
(K JV) it is translated “ testam ent”  13 
tim es and “ covenant”  20 tim es. M ost 
scholars agree that it means “ covenant” 
in alm ost every case. It is claim ed that 
the Hebrews did not make wills or testa­
m ents as the Greeks and Rom ans did. 
But they did make covenants, as we find 
in many places in the O ld Testam ent.
Robertson and Plum m er translate 
here: “ This cup is the new covenant, and 
it is so in virtue o f M y B lood .”  They go on 
to say: “ T he Atonem ent is im plied, w ith­
out which doctrine the L ord ’s Supper is 
scarcely intelligible. . . . The choice of 
diatheke, rather than syntheke, which is 
the com m on word for covenant, is no 
doubt deliberate, for synth eke  might 
im ply that the parties to the covenant 
contracted on equal terms. Between God 
and man that is im possible. W hen He 
enters into a contract He disposes every­
thing, as a man disposes o f his property 
by w ill”  (ICC, p. 247).
“ Spiritual gifts”  (12:1)
Here and in 14:1 the Greek says sim ­
ply ton pneum aticon, “ the spiritual 
(th ings).”  But the use o f gifts in vv. 4, 9,
28, 30, and 31 seems to show conclusively 
that “ spiritual gifts”  is a correct transla­
tion— as almost all versions have. The 
opening words o f chapter 12, “ Now con ­
cerning,”  clearly introduce a new prob­
lem, and unquestionably the problem of 
chapters 12-14 is that of spiritual gifts, or 
gifts o f the Spirit.
“ Accursed”  (12:3)
Paul declares that no one speaking 
“ b y ”  (or, “ in” ) the Spirit o f God “ calleth 
Jesus accursed” — literally, “ says, ‘A na­
them a  Iesous.’ ”  Furthermore, only by the 
H oly Spirit can one “ say that Jesus is 
L ord” — literally, “ say ‘Lord Jesus.’ ”  The 
H oly Spirit alone can enable us to subm it 
to the lordship o f Christ.
The basic meaning o f the Greek word 
anathema  is “ something dedicated or 
consecrated to the deity.”  It was used 
first “ o f the consecrated offerings laid up 
in the tem ple,”  and second, for “ som e­
thing delivered up to divine wrath, dedi­
cated to destruction and brought under a 
curse”  (Behm , T D N T , 1:354). Paul al­
ways uses it in the latter sense— “ the 
object o f a curse”  (ibid.).
Robertson and Plum m er write: “ The 
blasphem ous Anathem a Iesous would be 
more likely to be uttered by a Jew than a 
Gentile. . . .  It is not im probable that 
Saul him self used it in his persecuting 
days, and strove to make others do so 
(Acts 26:11) . . . Unbelievers, whether 
Jews or Gentiles, were adm itted to Chris­
tian gatherings (16:24), and therefore one 
o f these m ight suddenly exclaim in the 
m iddle o f public worship, A nathem a  
Iesous. ’ T o  the inexperienced Corinthi­
ans a mad shout o f this kind . . . might 
seem to be inspired . . .  St. Paul assures 
them that this anti-Christian utterance is 
absolutely decisive. It cannot com e from 
the Spirit”  (ICC, 261). Anathem a “ is one 
o f the 103 words which in N .T . are found 
only in Paul and Luke”  (ibid.).
“ Diversities”  or “ Differences” ?
(12:4-6)
In these three verses we find (K JV): 
“ diversities . . . differences . . . diver­
sities.”  In the Greek it is exactly the same 
word all three times— diaireseis (only 
here in N T ).
Thayer defines it as first, “ division, 
distribution,”  and second, “ distinction,
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difference,”  and then adds that in partic­
ular it means “ a distinction arising from 
a different distribution to different per­
sons”  (p. 137).
Schilier, after noting the different 
meanings o f diairesis (sing.), says: “ So 
far as concerns 1C. 12:44 ff., this can be 
decided only from the context. The plural 
diaireseis, the opposition to to de auto 
pneum a  [“ but the same Spirit” ], and the 
parallelism with the basic concept o f he 
phanerosis tou pneum atos  (v. 7) all 
favour ‘distribution’ rather than ‘d istinc­
tion .’ The one Spirit is manifested in 
apportionments o f gifts o f  the Spirit” 
(T D N T , 1:185).
The corresponding verb diaireo is used 
in v. 11, where “ dividing”  (K JV) should 
be “ distributing.”  In His sovereign will— 
“ as he w ill” — the H oly Spirit distributes 
His gifts to different individuals. It is not 
G od ’s intention that everyone should 
have the same gift (see vv. 28-30). The 
failure to recognize this clearly stated 
truth has led to a great deal o f confusion 
in our day. The strong emphasis o f  vv. 4-
11 is on one Spirit distributing many 
gifts to many people.
“ Administrations”  or “ Service” ?
(12:5)
Here we find the com m on Greek word 
diaconia, which simply means “ service.”  
It is translated “ adm inistration”  only 
here and in 2 Cor. 9:12. The most fre­
qu en t tra n sla tion  is “ m in is try ”  (15 
tim es). It is being increasingly recognized 
that in the church there are many types 
o f ministries in which different members 
o f the church should be involved.
“ Operation”  or “ Working”  (12:6)
In this verse “ operations”  is energema- 
ton  and “ worketh”  is energon. Obviously 
these have the same basic root. W hy not 
show in English this close connection in 
Greek? This is easily done: “ There are 
different kinds o f working, but the same 
God works all o f them in all m en”  (N IV). 
It is interesting to note that the same 
noun is translated “ working”  in v. 10 
(K JV ). That fits best here too.
“ Discerning”  (12:10)
One o f the gifts is labeled “ discerning 
o f spirits.”  The first word is diacrisis. It 
comes from the verb meaning to “ judge.”
Buechsel says that in the N T  it usually 
means “ differentiation”  (T D N T , 3:949). 
Thayer defines it as “ a distinguishing, 
discerning, judging.”  Robertson and 
Plum m er make this com m ent: “ The gift 
o f discerning in various cases (hence the 
plural) whether extraordinary spiritual 
manifestations were from above or n ot’ ; 
they might be purely natural, though 
strange, or they m ight be d iabolica l” 
(ICC, p. 267).
“ W ill”  or “ Determines” ? (12:11) 
Paul declared that the Holy Spirit 
distributes the gifts “ as he w ill.”  The 
Greek has bouletoi, which is a strong 
verb meaning “ to wish, desire, purpose" 
im plying “ the deliberate exercise o f  vo li­
tion”  (A -S ). So “ just as he determ ines” 
(NIV) is a more adequate translation.
Consecration
T e x t :  “ I beseech you therefore, brethren, 
by the mercies o f God, that ye present 
your bodies a living sacrifice . . .”  (Rom . 
12: 1- 2).
In t r o d u c t i o n : The human side o f sancti­
fication is consecration. This passage sug­
gests three important truths:
I . A n  E a r l ie r  C o m m i t m e n t
A. “ Brethren”  indicates they had 
entered the fam ily o f God.
B. Their sins were forgiven, names 
written in heaven, lives changed.
I I . A n  E t e r n a l  C o v e n a n t
A. “ Present”  aorist infinitive means 
to offer once and for all.
B. Traditional “ rededication”  is a 
blight on the church.
C. Songwriter: “ I have made my 
choice forever . . .”
D. Old Testam ent “ love slave”
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III. A n  E n t ir e  C o n s e c r a t io n
A. “ B ody”  conveys entire being.
B. Holy Spirit is looking for bodies 
— only one requirem ent— “ liv­
ing.”
C. “ Spirit o f the Lord clothed h im ­
self in G ideon .”
D. Francis Ridley Havergal’s hymn 
“ Take M y L ife”
C o n c l u s i o n : Som eone once asked G en­
eral W illiam  Booth the secret o f his 
success in the ministry. His reply was, 
“ Long ago I settled it; G od shall have all 
there is o f  W illiam  B ooth .”
M ic h a e l  S e l l a r s
Holy Warfare
S c r i p t u r e : 2 Cor. 10:1-6 
T e x t : “ For the weapons o f our warfare 
are not carnal, but mighty through God 
to the pulling down o f strong holds”  (2 
Cor. 10:4).
In t r o d u c t i o n : W e war not against flesh 
and blood, but against principalities and 
pow ers; against rulers o f the darkness; 
against spiritual wickedness.
I . O u r  W e a p o n s — “ The weapons o f our
warfare are not carnal.”
A. W e use weapon of the H oly Spirit 
— not weapon o f carnal nature of 
sin
1. Tem pered revenge shows in­
ternal weakness.
2. Carnal tongue indicates defeat 
within the ranks.
3. Carnal attitude places sol­
dier’s wishes ahead o f Cap­
ta in ’s com m and.
B. W eapon o f holy life— not strength 
o f the human flesh
1. “ No man that warreth en- 
tangleth him self with the af­
fairs o f this life; that he may 
please him who hath chosen 
him to be a soldier”  (2 T im . 
2:4).
2. H oly living most deeply pene­
trates the heart o f a sinner.
C. We use weapon o f a pure and 
undefiled heart
I I . O u r  S t r e n g t h — “ M ighty through 
G od”
A. Our protection— The armor of 
God (Eph. 6:13-17)
B. Our defense— the truth o f God
1. “ His truth shall be thy shield 
and buckler”  (Ps. 91:4).
2. “ The Lord shall preserve thy 
going out and thy com ing in”  
(Ps. 121:8).
C. Our offense— The Great Com m is­
sion
1. “ Go ye into all the world and 
preach the gospel”  (M ark 16: 
15).
2. “ Lo, I am with you alway”  
(M att. 28:20).
3. “ Thou therefore endure hard­
ness, as a good soldier”  (2 
T im . 2:3).
III. O u r  V i c t o r y — “ T o the pulling down 
o f strong holds”
A. Through God we can defeat sin. 
“ W e are more than conquerors 
through him that loved us”  (Rom . 
8:37).
B. Through God  we can overcome 
the powers of Satan and evil. “ Ye 
shall be able to quench all the 
fiery darts o f the w icked”  (Eph. 
6:16).
C. Through God we will be trium ­
phant through life, death, and 
eternity. “ And they overcam e by 
the blood o f the Lam b, and by 
the word o f their testim ony”  
(Rev. 12:11).
C o n c l u s io n : A s a faithful soldier o f our 
Lord, we may sing:
A. Onward, Christian soldiers . . .
B. I ’ll be a soldier for Jesus . . .
C. From victory unto victory
His army shall H e lead,
Till every foe is vanquished,
A nd Christ is Lord indeed.
J. W a l t e r  H a l l , J r.
He who thanks but with the lips 
Thanks but in part;
The full, the true thanksgiving 
Comes from the heart.
— S elected
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BULLETIN BARREL
I Am Your Pastor—
W hen you  rise to your highest and best,
I am your pastor. W hen you yield to 
tem ptation and fall your lowest, I am 
your pastor. When you live in the Spirit 
and manifest the attitude o f a Christian, 
I am your pastor. When for a time you 
sink to the level o f the flesh, I am your 
pastor.
When you  walk in the pathway o f duty 
and do G od ’s will, I am your pastor. 
When you enter the path o f  disobedience, 
I am your pastor.
W hen joys  com e to you  that swell the 
notes o f praise in your heart, I am your 
pastor. And when sorrow com es as a dark 
shroud over your life, I am your pastor.
W hen you  have done you r best and de­
serve the approbation o f men, I am your 
pastor. When you have done your best 
and your good is evil spoken of, I am your 
pastor.
W hen the way is clear, and you know His 
will and way, I am your pastor. When 
you are perplexed and disturbed con ­
cerning what to do next and what de­
cision to make, I am your pastor.
W hen you  have all you  need, and more, o f 
the necessities of life, I am your pastor. 
When you feel the pinch o f  poverty and 
your power to earn decreases, I am your 
pastor.
W hen you keep  sw eet and gracious as a 
mature Christian ought, I am your pas­
tor. When you act childish over som e real 
or imagined wrong, I am your pastor.
W hen everything goes right and you have 
not a care in the world, I am your pastor. 
W hen nothing seems right, and burdens 
multiply, I am your pastor.
W hen you  please me by the stand you  
take and the wonderful spirit you m ani­
fest, I am your pastor. W hen you disap­
point me and cause sleepless nights, I am 
your pastor.
W hen you  are living life to the full, I am 
your pastor. W hen your health fails and 
the end o f mortal life seems near, I am 
your pastor.
W hen I reveal that I am human, and have 
my own weaknesses and infirmities, and 
you are charitable and understanding, I 
count it a privilege to be your pastor.
— Selected
* * *
The only place where one word should 
lead to another is in the dictionary.
* * * 
C O N SISTE N CY: Your talk walks, and 
your walk talks, but you r walk talks 
farther than your talk walks.
*  *  *
A minister stood in his pulpit on Sun­
day morning and challenged his con­
gregation with these words, “ I want 
everyone who believes that Jesus will 
come this morning, before this service 
is over, to stand to his feet.”  Not one 
person moved.
After a few moments of embar­
rassing silence, the minister read his 
text, “ In such an hour as ye think not, 
the Son of man cometh.”
GROWING OLDER
A little more tired at close o f  day,
A little less anxious to have our way;
A little less ready to scold and blame,
A little more care o f a brother ’s nam e; 
And so we are nearing the jou rn ey ’s end. 
W here tim e and eternity m eet and blend.
A little m ore love for the friends o f youth , 
A little less zeal for established truth;
A little more charity in our views,
A  little less thirst for the daily news; 
A nd so we are folding our tents away, 
A nd passing in silence at close o f day.
A little less care for the bonds and gold, 
A little m ore zest in the days o f old,
A broader view and a saner mind,
And so we are faring adown the way 
That leads to the gates o f  a better day.
— R .  G. W e l l s  
Source Unknown
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GAMES CHURCH PEOPLE PLAY
DROP T H E  H A N D K E R C H IE F is a 
game where a person will accept responsi­
bility, go around the circle one time, and 
then drop it behind som e unsuspecting 
person. The person must then run very 
fast (usually out o f town every Sunday) 
so that he w on’t get caught!
T A G  is another traditional game that is 
fun because the minister is at a disad­
vantage o f 1,000 to 1. The idea is “ Every 
time you visit me, I’ ll com e to church one 
Sunday. But you have to tag me at home 
each tim e you expect to see me in 
church !”
HIDE AN D  SE E K  is som etim es played
when a m em ber goes to the hospital. He 
hides in bed, and the minister is sup­
posed to find him. It is against the rules 
for anyone to tell the minister. However, 
if he is found, he is “ home safe”  by say­
ing, “ W ell, it ’s about tim e you got here!”  
If he is not found, he can tell everyone, 
“ I was in the hospital for two weeks and 
the minister didn ’t com e to see me one 
tim e !”
K IC K B A L L isn ’t played by many, but a 
small team is enough. The object o f this 
particular game is to kick about the way 
everything in church is being done, and 
to bawl if you are asked to help in any­
thing.
Subm itted  by L. W esley Johnson
A M O N G  B O O K S
Conducted by the Editor
All books reviewed may be ordered from 
your Publishing House
The Geography of the Bible
B y Denis Baly  (Harper and Row, 1974. 
Cloth, 288 pp., $12.00.)
Excellent reference book. Helps make 
the Holy Land in the context o f the Bible 
com e alive. G ood for the serious Bible 
student and Sunday school adult teacher. 
Should be kept handy for ready reference. 
W ritten in interesting style.
J o h n  B. N ie l s o n
Books Received
Holiness and Human Nature
B y Leon and M ildred Chambers (Kansas 
City, Beacon Hill Press, 1975. 71 pp., 
$1.50.)
Reprinted from the first edition en­
titled H um an N ature and Perfecting  
H oliness. This little book is a very prac­
tical expression of the need for a con­
tinuing vital relationship with Christ 
grounded in the experience o f sanctifica­
tion. It is both instructive and encourag­
ing.
Big Ideas for Small Sunday Schools
B y Ralph M cIntyre  (Beacon Hill Press, 
1975. 59 pp., $1.25.)
The title carries the burden of the 
message. It is written by a dedicated 
Sunday school superintendent from M on ­
tana who caught the vision o f what it 
takes to work in small schools. It is full o f 
ideas which any Sunday school can put 
into practice.
Rx for Nerves
By Pauline E. Spray (Beacon Hill Press, 
1975. 151 pp., $1.95.)
A  well-docum ented approach, popular­
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ly written and helpful. It is the com ­
m itted conviction of the author that the 
remedy for mental and emotional illness 
can be found within the Bible. It is this 
prescription that the author shares. 
“ This is more than a testim ony: it is an 
authoritative analysis of the causes, the 
com plications, the cure, and the chal­
lenge of emotional stress.”
Guiding a Growing Sunday School
B y A lbert M orton  (Beacon Hill Press, 
1975. 96 pp., $1.95.)
A new Christian Service Training study 
book for superintendents and supervisors. 
A very helpful and challenging study o f 
the principles of supervision.
Moments (Vignettes from Life)
B y H oyt E. Stone  (Beacon Hill Press, 
1975. 87 pp., $1.95.)
An encouraging vignette o f experiences 
straight from the life-pattern o f one who 
has lived through the “ rough”  as well as 
the “ blessed.”  The author reveals the 
building blocks o f his own life. And in so 
doing, he subtly invites the reader to take 
a nostalgic journey into his own past to
check the foundations o f  his personal 
faith.
Preachers' Exchange
FOR SALE: Back issues o f  the N azarene 
Preacher and P reach er ’s M agazine bound 
in permanent hard binding with gold im ­
print on the spine: P reach er ’s M agazine  
— for years 1930, 1931, 1949, 1950, 1956 
through 1964. The Nazarene Preacher— 
1964 through 1971; and four years un­
bound— 1972 through 1975. Binding and 
lettering is worth $170 alone— make me 
an offer.— James H. Lyons, P .O . Box 326, 
W hitewater, Wis. 53190.
Items for this Exchange may be either W A N T E D  
or FOR SALE, but must be confined to old periodi­
cals and out-of-print books. All response should be 
directly with the advertiser and not with this office 
or the Nazarene Publishing House. W e are glad to 
render this free service on these terms. This service 
not available to bookstores or laymen.
COMING
next month
•  Easter, the Validating Event
The risen Lord stands firmly before 
those who would doubt His redemptive 
power.
•  I Carried His Cross
A pious Je w  named Simon was thrust 
into the very center of human history 
on one eventful day.
•  Friendship Patterns in Evangelism
Too many Christians do not have 
enough friends— outside the church.
•  Jesus Risen— The Great Evangelical 
Blind Spot
If Christ has not been raised, then our 
preaching is vain and our faith is in 
vain.
32 The Preacher's Magazine
What is happening to our families? Several events in re­
cent years have had some effect on the family, and most of 
them have not been good. The image of “M other” is not the 
same as it was when Abraham Lincoln said, “All tha t I am or 
ever hope to be, I owe to my mother.” Motherhood in the 
minds of more and more women means slavery, humiliation, 
and a denial of human rights. For others, thank God, it still 
means dedication and devotion. It symbolizes the love and 
care which provide the glue that holds homes together. Fa­
ther, also, has taken numerous blows in our modern times. He 
is robbed of his dignity and authority and portrayed as a 
weak, ineffective nitwit in comic books and television com­
mercials. So it is tha t we look at our Wesleyan heritage re­
garding this m atter. Thank you, Brother Shelton, for this 
m onth’s Wesleyana about family religion (p. 10). And keep 
up the good work, all you who are determined to protect and 
nurture the sanctity of the home. May your Family Life 
Conferences and other efforts help stem the tide that th reat­
ens to erode the most basic of all institutions in any civiliza­
tion.
Yours for souls,
He t£ Horti
Easter Drama NEW!
Easter—The Beginning
By Nancy Matthews. A stirring presentation in a 
modern-day setting emphasizing the relationship 
between Christ's resurrection and His second com­
ing. Uses five characters and an unseen announcer. 
Approximately 40 minutes. Seven copies required. 
ME-19 75c
Easter Services NEW !
Four Services for Easter
Compiled by Grace Ramquist. Delightful special- 
day materials involving small casts, music, narration, 
scripture, and pantomime. Titles: "Life for Barab- 
bas," "Toward the Dawning of a New Day,”  "To Set 
a Captive Free,”  and "The Life of Christ.”
ME-20 75c
Easter Cantata NEW !
Can It Be?
Written by Larry Mayfield in contemporary style. A 
combination of solos, narrative, dramatic choral 
speech, and personal testimonies to depict the 
predicament of humanity and point to the risen 
Christ as our Solution. Performance time, approxi­
mately 55 minutes.
MB-387 Choral Book $2.95
L-7120 Stereo Album 5.98
L-7120C Book/Album Combination 7.95
MU-7120 ACCOMPANIMENT TAPE
(7" reel) 35.00
MU-7120C ACCOMPANIMENT TAPE
(Cassette) 25.00
MU-551 SERVICE FOLDER Package of 100/3.50
Easter Programs NEW!
Program Builder #14
Save hours of searching for materials and planning a 
well-rounded Easter program. Offers an excellent 
variety of music and graded program materials for 
kindergarten through young adult with no duplica­
tions of previous Builders.
ME-114 75c
FOR THE COMPLETE LINE of Easter material, see the 
Lillenas Easter brochure sent to all churches or send 
for a free personal copy.
Examination copies available to any program direc­
tor or choir leader upon request.
. •*•**»' EAST£« THE 8£<3‘*NINO * .» i
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Order AT  O N CE and allow ample time for rehearsals.
